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Abstract
Optics is arguably the most important branch of physics that has ever been studied. It is
not only an essential ingredient of many other branches of physics that we study, it governs
how we see, how we measure, and how we communicate in the modern world. And as the
world continues to change, so do our tools and resources. In a relatively short amount of time,
we have progressed from rudimentary tools that shape the world around us, to tools that
harness the fundamental laws of nature. Unsurprisingly, the laws of nature governing optics
remain paramount. This is because many of today’s most advanced technologies rely on the
classical and quantum properties of specially prepared beams of light. For example, there
are quantum computing, quantum information, the quantum internet, quantum-enhanced
metrology and quantum-enhanced imaging, to name a few. It is time to go a layer deeper in
our understanding of these beams of light, particularly ones generated in nonlinear-optical
interactions, since these are commonly the source of beams with quantum properties.
The critical observation is that in each spatial mode (or spectral mode) of light exiting a
nonlinear interaction, there are actually many transverse-spatial modes that have not been
fully investigated. We use a Born-like approximation and a Green’s function method to
predict the classical mode structure of beams created during nonlinear interactions. Then,
we extend the single-mode quantum theory by developing a second-quantization procedure of
the classical modes. We derive an amplitude matrix, which governs the interaction between
the modes and we calculate the evolution of the system.
We show that our classical theory agrees nicely with experimental results, better than
previous theories. Furthermore, we present simulations that predict ways to tailor the mode
structure while adding, subtracting, and canceling orbital angular momentum transfer in
nonlinear interactions. We use our quantum theory to predict the variance, covariance, the
coupling of the modes, and how the noise suppression is distributed among the modes. In
each case, we focus on exposing the underlying transverse spatial mode structure and suggest
ways to tailor it depending on the intended use of the quantum resources. The simulations
vi
herein illustrate the utility of our theory, which is a convenient and powerful optimization
tool. It can be used to show how the interplay of experimental beam parameters can influence
the quantum properties of the beam(s) generated during the interaction. For example, the
mode structure of the input beam(s), along with beam waist(s) and focal position(s), can
all have significant influence on the quantum properties. Coupling to the generated beam(s)
can also be a formidable problem. Thus, it allows one to investigate which beam parameters




We are on the cusp of a new age of quantum physics and technology, where multi-
spatial-mode beam propagation will play an ever more essential role. This is because a
majority of the most useful quantum resources are produced during nonlinear light-matter
interactions using optical beams. In these interactions, even when the incident beams have
a simple structure, the properties of the output and stimulated beams can be quite com-
plex. Recently for example, it has been particularly alluring to study nonlinear effects in
response to beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM), which is directly related to
the transverse-spatial-mode (TSM) properties of the beam. For example, a Laguerre-Gauss
(LG) spatial mode, with azimuthal index `, has an azimuthal phase dependence of exp[i`φ],
which corresponds to OAM of `~ per photon [5, 6]. Conservation and storage (via slow and
stopped light) of OAM have been realized in several processes, including the entanglement
of OAM modes in parametric down-conversion (PDC) [7, 8], second-harmonic generation
(SHG) [9], and four-wave mixing (FWM) in semiconductors [10]. Unlike solid-state pro-
cesses, nonlinear optics in atomic vapors is highly efficient and requires low-light intensities.
Transfer of OAM into atomic media [11–14], transfer to frequency converted light [15–21],
and amplification [22] have all been observed in atomic vapors. The azimuthal structure of
LG beams is only half of the story. There are also changes in the radial structure of the
beam, which can be much less intuitive since there is no known conservation law governing
the radial mode interactions.
It has been observed that the transfer of OAM to frequency converted light in atomic
media is typically accompanied by a disturbance of the radial component structure, that is,
frequency-converted beams have nonzero radial index p, even when the pump beams have
p = 0 [1, 17, 23]. These effects may be subtle, or even negligible when analysis is limited
The majority of this section is derived from Refs. [3, 4] published under Copyright c©
2011 by the American Physical Society.
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to comparing images collected with a CCD camera. However, these effects can be quite
detrimental to quantum processes such as squeezing [1] and entanglement generation [24–27].
Nonlinear processes leading to the production of LG modes, with nonzero radial index p,
can actually contaminate the mode structure and degrade the performance of the process.
As for the ` structure, the conservation of OAM dictates the allowed ` modes of the output
beam, but predicting which modes will be stimulated is not always so simple. Transfer
to some of these modes can be quite improbable [17, 20], even when the interaction does
not violate OAM conservation. Therefore, an analysis simply based on conservation can
be quite misleading. With these concerns in mind, we develop a relatively simple, yet
analytic, semiclassical theory, which predicts the spatial-mode structure of beams created
during nonlinear interactions. We show that the predictions of our theory have excellent
agreement with OAM transfer observations. Furthermore, the theory allows us to study
and optimize the interaction to enhance performance and the output mode structure. For
example, we can optimize over the beam waists, focal positions, and incident angles of the
input beams to tailor the output mode structure. To demonstrate this, we simulate OAM
transfer in several different nonlinear configurations, showing the addition, subtraction, and
cancellation of OAM. Finally, an accurate description of the mode structure is a crucial
ingredient in the general second-quantization procedure, which we delve into next.
Quantum nonlinear optical devices producing single photons, multiple photons with non-
classical correlations, and quantum fields with suppressed noise are the cornerstones of many
advanced quantum technologies. For example, most high-performance schemes for quantum
imaging [28–31], metrology [32–35], optomechanics [36–38], cryptography [39–41], and infor-
mation [42,43], rely on one or more these resources. The pursuit of ever better performance
demands the full understanding of the spatial distribution and mode composition of quantum
light. Much progress has been made on several fronts. An increasing number of studies have
been performed, which investigate the spatial distribution and TSM structure of squeezed
light [44]. This has prominently been done for squeezed light generated in atomic vapors via
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the polarization self-rotation effect (PSR) [45–48] and FWM [49–52] processes. The squeezed
vacuum generated via PSR has been studied experimentally using spatial masks [1] and op-
timized for various optical depths [2]; in each case elucidating more about the spatial-mode
structure of the noise suppression. Squeezing generated via FWM is typically harnessed as
two-mode squeezing and spatial correlations between the twin beams have also been studied
in detail [53–56]. However, FWM has also been used to create a single squeezed beam, which
is quadrature squeezed in a large number of spatial modes within the beam [57].
On the other hand, the problem of creating single photons and entangled photon pairs
typically involves the PDC process [44,58]. Progress on this front has focused on characteriz-
ing the spectral properties and angular distribution of photons in the PDC twin beam [59–62].
One popular approach for studying the spatial mode content is the Schmidt mode analy-
sis [63]. As an extension, these models are used to calculate the biphoton rate, coupling
efficiency, and heralding efficiency [64–66]. In all of these studies, there has remained a
crucial area to be investigated. In each spatial-angular mode of the output beams of FWM
and PDC, there are actually many TSMs, which potentially have quantum correlations.
In this thesis, we develop a theory that predicts the TSM structure in each spatial-
angular mode of FWM and PDC beams. We use this knowledge to predict the variance,
covariance, and relative coupling strength between the modes [67]. Furthermore, we identify
the eigenmodes of the interaction, and use these to show how to enhance the noise suppression
in the system [68]. Also, we show that, under certain conditions, they can be used as a basis
to represent the interaction. To demonstrate the theory, we simulate several interactions,
including PSR, FWM, and PDC. In each case, we focus on exposing the underlying TSM
structure and suggesting ways to tailor it depending on the intended use of the quantum
resources.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will develop some of the theory necessary to un-
derstand the topics in this thesis. These sections are not intended to be comprehensive,
rather, the purpose is to set a foundation from which we can begin the presentation of our
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experimental discoveries and develop our corresponding theory. Therefore, we begin with a
description of optical beam propagation in vacuum, followed by propagation in matter. This
allows us to develop a mathematical description of the aforementioned LG modes, which are
one of the main ingredients in our theory. The description of light propagating in matter
naturally progresses to a description of nonlinear interactions, which refers to the optical
response of the of the medium to the incident field. Nonlinear interactions are the source
of many different interesting phenomenon, but a rigorous description is outside the scope of
this thesis. Therefore, we will develop a phenomenological model, that can be used in both
semiclassical and fully second-quantized treatments. We direct the reader to Refs. [44,58,69]
for more complete descriptions of the topics discussed in this Chapter.
In Chapter 2 we will discuss our experimental work related to squeezing generated via
PSR, which triggered our theoretical investigation of TSM structure in nonlinear optics. In
Chapter 3 we develop our aforementioned theory, which begins with a semiclassical descrip-
tion of the interaction followed by a quantum treatment. In Chapter 4 we return to the
topic of PSR squeezing, and use our theory to model our experimental results. Finally, in
Chapters 5 and 6 we showcase our theory by presenting simulations of OAM transfer and
spontaneous nonlinear interactions.
1.2 Beam Propagation
In this section we will develop the free-space optical-beam theory that gives rise to the
Laguerre-Gauss transverse-spatial modes. Then, we will show how the the interaction of a
beam with matter can induce a polarization in the medium. This polarization, which depends
on the mode structure of the input beam, can act like a driving term in the inhomogeneous
wave equation. Therefore, the polarization can give rise to new mode structure in the beam.
Later in Chapter 3, we will present our method for solving the propagation equation, and we
will develop a second-quantization procedure which describes the beam dynamics quantumly.
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1.2.1 Beam Propagation In Vacuum
First, we investigate the electric field propagating in vacuum. For completeness, we start
with Maxwell’s equations in the absence of sources:
∇ · Ẽ = 0 (1.1a)
∇× Ẽ = −∂B̃
∂t
(1.1b)
∇ · B̃ = 0 (1.1c)





where the tilde indicates rapidly varying quantities. To find the wave equation for the electric
field, we substitute Eq. (1.1b) into the curl of Eq. (1.1d) which gives





Using a vector identity, we can rewrite the this result as












Focusing on a single frequency component ω, we can introduce the field Ẽ(r, t) = E(r)e−iωt
into Eq. (1.4), and find the homogeneous Helmholtz equation
(∇2 + k2)E(r) = 0. (1.5)
Next, we will search for beam-like solutions to the wave equation. Beams have two
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distinct properties. First, their intensity drops off very rapidly in the direction transverse to
the direction of propagation, and second, their intensity changes very little along the direction
of propagation. To model these properties, we let the z axis be the axis of propagation, and
further assume that the field is a plane wave with a spatially modulated amplitude
E(r) = E(r⊥, z)eikz, (1.6)























E = 0. (1.8)
Now, we make our statement about the properties of beams more rigorous and assume that
E(r⊥, z) changes very slowly in the z direction over the wavelength λ = 2π/k. Mathemati-













∇2⊥)E = 0. (1.10)
From this point forward, we consider beams with cylindrical symmetry. In cylindrical






























where ` is the azimuthal index, p is the radial index for each mode, C`,p =
√
2p!/π(|`|+ p)!
is a normalization constant, w0 is the beam waist, w(z) = w0
√
1 + (z/zR)2 is the width
function of the beam, L
|`|
p are the generalized Laguerre polynomials, zR = πw
2
0/λ is the
Rayleigh range, and k = 2π/λ is the wave number.
In Figures 1.1(b)–1.1(d), we present numerous LG modes, showing how the intensity
profile changes with respect to the azimuthal index `, the radial index p, and superpositions
thereof. For ` = p = 0, we have the fundamental Gaussian mode, which describes, for
Figure 1.1. (a) LG mode propagation along the beam axis z; w0 is the beam waist, w(z) is
the width function of the beam, and zR is the distance from the focus that the waist grows
by
√
2, otherwise referred to as the Rayleigh range, LG mode intensity profiles for (b) ` = 0
and increasing p, (c) p = 0 and increasing `, and (d) for several superpositions of ` with
p ≤ 2. Due to interference, superpositions with `’s of opposite sign will have a symmetric
petal-like structure with |`1| + |`2| petals. If these superpositions also have nonzero p, then
there will be a ring-like structure similar to (a), but also with a petal-like structure.
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example, an ideal laser beam. When the radial index p is increased, rings appear around
a central Gaussian spot. When p = 0 and ` is increased, the central spot is replaced by
a thick ring, sometimes referred to as a “donut mode”. The diameter of the donut mode
increases as ` increases, and the azimuthal phase dependence exp[i`φ] gives a vortex like
phase structure, that also intensifies with `. In other words, ` gives the number of times
the light twists around the z axis in one wavelength. The azimuthal phase dependence also
corresponds to OAM of `~ per photon [5, 6]. Superpositions of positive and negative `’s
interfere to create petal patterns of light and dark fringes, such as Fig. 1.1(d). The number
of petals is determined by the azimuthal induces of the beams in the superposition. For
example, in the row of Fig. 1.1(d) we see |1| + | − 2| = 3 lobes, and then |2| + | − 3| = 5
lobes. See Reference [6] for an excellent description of optical OAM origins and behavior,
including visualizations of the phase-vortex nature of beams carrying OAM.
1.2.2 Beam Propagation In Matter
We have shown how Maxwell’s equations can give rise to the paraxial wave equation
and the LG modes. Next, we will investigate the propagation of beams through an optical
medium. Similar to the previous section, we want to derive the paraxial wave equation,
except now in the presence of a polarizable material. Therefore, we start with Maxwell’s
equations in matter:
∇ · D̃ = ρ̃ (1.12a)
∇× Ẽ = −∂B̃
∂t
(1.12b)
∇ · B̃ = 0 (1.12c)




We are actually interested in situations where the material is non magnetic, has no free
charges, and no free currents. In this scenario we can establish:
B̃ = µ0H̃ (1.13a)
ρ̃ = 0 (1.13b)
J̃ = 0. (1.13c)
However, we do allow for the rearrangement of the internal charge density in response to the
applied field Ẽ. This response is described by the polarization of the medium P̃, and it is
traditional to define the auxiliary field D̃ in such a way to combine the two:
D̃ = ε0Ẽ + P̃. (1.14)
We now proceed as we did in the previous section. We use Eq. (1.12b) to replace H̃ in the
curl of Eq. (1.12d). This step, along with the conditions in Eq. (1.13a), allow us to find




From here, we can eliminate D̃ using Eq. 1.14 and find









where we have used ε0µ0 = c
−2 and the same vector identity used in the previous section.
Now, since we intend to use the inhomogeneous wave equation to describe nonlinear inter-
actions in the next section, we have to be careful with the left-hand side. In general, the
∇ · Ẽ term does not vanish in nonlinear interactions. However, it can be neglected since we
will operate in the slowly varying amplitude approximation.
Therefore, we have found a form of the inhomogeneous wave equation that will suit our
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Assuming phase matching, we introduce the field Ẽ(r, t) = E(r)e−iωt and the polarization
P̃(r, t) = P(r)e−iωt into Eq. (1.17) and find the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation. Next,
we let E(r) = E(r⊥, z)eikz, P(r) = P(r⊥, z)eikz, and along with the paraxial approxima-











Depending on the scenario, there are several methods available for modeling the polarization
P , and in many cases a simple phenomenological approach will lead to interesting and
accurate results. Regardless of the method used, the polarization is, in general, a complicated
function of the field, that is, P = P(E). Thus, once P(E) is known, there remains the
difficult task of finding solutions to Eq. 1.18, which can be a coupled set of equations relating,
for example, the different x̂-, ŷ-, and ẑ-polarization components of the field. In order to
delve into the mathematical structure and phenomenon related to the polarization P , we’ll
transition to field of nonlinear optics.
1.3 Nonlinear Optics
Nonlinear optics is the study of phenomenon that arise from the modification of the
optical properties of a material by the presence of incident light. Nonlinear phenomenon
are “nonlinear” in the sense that they occur when the response of the material, to the
incident optical field, depends in a nonlinear manner on the strength of the optical field.
As we developed in the previous section, the response of the material can be characterized
by the polarization P̃, and can act as a driving term in the inhomogeneous wave equation.
Therefore, it is natural to expect that the polarization can be expanded in a power series of
10
the incident optical field. In fact, the general rule is that
P̃i = ε0χ
(1)




ijk`ẼjẼkẼ` + · · ·, (1.19)
where χ(i) is the ith order susceptibility tensor of the interaction. The tensor nature of the
susceptibilities allows for the possibility that P̃ is not actually parallel to Ẽ. Thankfully,
most of the interactions of interest in quantum optics do not require the full tensor nature
of the susceptibility. This is because the field of interest Ẽstim, stimulated by P̃, in many
cases began as a vacuum input or a weak probe. Furthermore, symmetries in the material
often reduce the complexity of the susceptibility χ, effectively decoupling the interaction.
Therefore, it suffices to drop the vector nature of the fields and separate the polarization













where Ẽi refer to the relevant components of the incident optical field, and χ
(j) is simply a
constant which scales these field components to the polarization P̃ (j). The fields Ẽi could be
different polarization components, different frequency components, different spatial modes,
etc. Therefore, there may be situations where one or more fields could be complex conjugated,
which would indicate that a photon is being created in that field, as opposed to annihilated.
We will see the quantum optics analog in the next section. In any case, as long as we have
found a way to decouple the interaction, we can use the form of Eq. (1.20) in Eq. (1.17) to
find the new components of the field, stimulated by the nonlinearity.
The field of nonlinear optics was sparked shortly after the invention of the laser, when
second-harmonic generation was discovered by Franken et al. in 1961. The phenomenon is
11
Figure 1.2. Schematic and energy diagram of the second-harmonic generation interaction
discovered by Franken et.al. in 1961. Two pump photons are absorbed and one signal photon
is created in their place. Thus, it has twice the energy of a pump photon and frequency 2ω.
a second-order interaction, and it can be described by the polarization
P̃ (2)(2ω) = ε0χ
(2)Ẽ2(ω), (1.21)
where in this case, the electric field is degenerate since there is a single pump laser. This
polarization represents the response at 2ω due to the annihilation of two pump photons at
ω (see Fig. 1.2). One of the main objectives of this thesis is to show how one can find the
TSM properties of the generated beam, for this type interaction, and for more sophisticated
interactions. In Chapter 3 we develop the theory, and in Chapter 5 we use it to simulate
OAM transfer in several nonlinear interactions. Another objective is to show how one can
predict the quantum properties of these beams; thus, in the next section we develop the
groundwork of quantum-nonlinear optics.
1.4 Quantum Optics
The prototypical quantum optics problem is to second-quantize the electromagnetic field
confined to a one-dimensional conducting cavity. The first step is to solve the problem
classically, find the mode structure, then quantize the modes. This is formally equivalent
to solving the quantum harmonic oscillator, which is a standard problem in undergraduate
quantum texts. It is traditional to introduce the annihilation (â) and creation (â†) operators
(for a single field-mode), that satisfy the commutation relation
[â, â†] = 1, (1.22)
12















|n〉 = En|n〉, (1.24)
where En is are the energy eigenvalues. Thus, defining the number operator n̂ = â
†â, we
are able to expose the photon number according to n̂|n〉 = n|n〉. In other words, the energy
eigenstates have a precisely know photon number [see Fig. 1.3(a)], and are often referred
to as the number states. Upon normalizing the number states, we see that as the name
suggests, the annihilation and creation operators change the energy of the system by adding
Figure 1.3. (a) Phase space representation of a number state, (b) the coherent state, and
(c) the squeezed vacuum state. The axis X1, X2 are the quadratures of the electromagnatic
field. In (a) we see that, for the number state, the photon number n is precisely known but
the phase is completely uncertain. In (b) we see the coherent state, which can be interpreted
as a displaced vacuum state with amplitude |α| and phase θ, where α = |α| exp(iθ). The
noise of the coherent state is that of the vacuum, thus ∆X̂1 = 1/2 = ∆X̂2. In (c) we see the
squeezed vacuum state for the special case that the squeezing angle θ = 0. When θ 6= 0, the
noise ellipse is simply rotated by θ/2 from the X1-axis.
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and removing photons from the cavity:
â|n〉 =
√
n |n− 1〉 (1.25a)
â†|n〉 =
√
n+ 1 |n+ 1〉. (1.25b)
Furthermore, the number states can be generated from the vacuum |0〉 by repeated action





The number states may be states of well defined energy, but they are not states of well
defined electric field. In fact,
〈Ê〉 = 〈n| Ê |n〉 = 0, (1.27)
where Ê = Ê(z, t) = A(â + â†) sin(kz) is the electric field operator of the 1D cavity and A
is a constant. The mean field may be zero, but the mean-square field is not, and this leads
us to a discussion of the fluctuations in the field. The fluctuation in the electromagnetic
field is typically characterized by the variance, and it is traditional to define the quadrature















For the number states 〈X̂1〉 = 0 = 〈X̂2〉, but 〈X̂21 〉 = (2n + 1)/4 = 〈X̂22 〉, which reveals that
the noise is balanced in both quadratures. Note that even for the vacuum state (n=0), the
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An introduction to quantum optics would not be complete without mention of the co-
herent states. The coherent state |α〉 is the eigenstate of the annihilation operator, and is
more classical than a number state, in the sense that
〈α| Ê |α〉 ∝ |α| sin(kz + θ) (1.32)
looks like a classical field, where α = |α|eiθ is the amplitude of the state. The coherent states





In this sense, they can be thought of as displaced vacuum states, with the position in phase
space given by the complex amplitude α [see Fig. 1.3(b)]. The coherent states can be created
(at least mathematically) by applying the displacement operator
D̂(α) = exp(αâ† − α∗â), (1.34)
to the vacuum state. Continuing the theme of modified vacuum fluctuations, we move on to
the topic of squeezed states.
Squeezed states are quantum states in which the quadrature noise is unbalanced between
the quadratures, without violating the uncertainty principle in Eq.(1.30). This is in contrast
to the vacuum and coherent states, in which the noise is balanced. These states remain an ac-
tive area of research to this day because they are a resource in quantum-enhanced metrology.
There are measurement schemes, for example interferometry, where the ultimate precision of
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the measurement is limited by the quantum noise of the state of light used. Therefore, using
states with suppressed noise can boost the ultimate precision of the measurement scheme.
The simplest example is the single-mode squeezed vacuum, which can be generated (at







where ξ = reiθ, r is the squeezing parameter, and θ is the squeezing angle. We will discuss the
physical processes that generate squeezing below. The â2 and â†2 in the squeezing operator
indicate that photons will be created or destroyed in pairs, thus it is a kind of two-photon
generalization of the displacement operator used to create the coherent state. In this case
however, the noise in the state is squeezed. To see this, we can calculate the quadrature








[cosh2 r + sinh2 r + 2 sinh r cosh r cos θ]. (1.37)
These equations give the quadrature variance of the noise ellipse squeezed by r, for example
Fig. 1.3(c), but oriented in phase space by the angle θ/2 from the X1 axis. For the special









and we see that all the noise suppression exists totally in the X̂1 quadrature [see Fig. 1.3(c)].
Next, we will discuss the physical processes that can lead to squeezing, and show how the
process leads the the squeezing operator in Eq. (1.35).
The squeezing process actually leads us back to the topic of nonlinear optics. The squeez-
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ing operator is nonlinear in the creation and annihilation operators, because it represents the
evolution in a nonlinear optical medium. In this case, Eq. (1.35) is the result of a degenerate
PDC process, in which a pump photon ωp is destroyed and two signal photons are created
with frequency ωs = ωp/2. The Hamiltonian for this process is given by
Ĥ = ~ωs â†â+ ~ωp b̂†b̂+ i~χ(2)(â2b̂† − â†2b̂), (1.40)
where â is the signal mode, b̂ is the pump laser mode, and χ(2) is the second order nonlinear
susceptibility. We assume that the pump is a strong (undepleted) coherent state and ap-
proximate the mode b̂ with βe−iωpt. Therefore, we can drop the insignificant constant term
and rewrite the Hamiltonian as
Ĥ = ~ωs â†â+ i~χ(2)(â2β∗eiωpt − â†2βe−iωpt). (1.41)






If we assume perfect phase matching, we can drop the exponential term and the Hamiltonian














where ξ ≡ 2χ(2)βt. Thus, we see that the evolution generated by this nonlinear Hamiltonian
is precisely the squeezing operator introduced in Eq. (1.35). Now that we have discussed
how to create squeezed vacuum, we’ll move on to how to detect it.
There are several possible ways to detect squeezed light, but we will consider the only
method relevant to this thesis, the one known as balanced homodyne detection. This detec-
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tion scheme (and heterodyne for that matter) was actually developed in the field of radio
waves and microwaves. The basic idea is to mix a weak signal with a strong signal, referred
to as the local oscillator (LO), and detect the intensity in such a way to access properties
of the weak signal. This detection scheme is referred to as balanced because it uses two
detectors (photodiodes) at the output of a balanced (50:50) beam splitter. Furthermore, it
is homodyne because the signal and LO are the same frequency, it most cases derived from
the same laser source. A balanced homodyne detection scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.4(a).
From the formalism for beam splitters, we find the relation between the input (â, b̂) and










The detectors at the output of the beam splitters detect the intensities Ic = 〈ĉ†ĉ〉 and
Id = 〈d̂†d̂〉, and we define their difference as 〈n̂cd〉 = 〈ĉ†ĉ− d̂†d̂〉. Using Eq. (1.44) and some
Figure 1.4. (a) Balanced homodyne detection scheme and (b) experimental squeezed vacuum
noise data measured using balanced homodyne detection. In (a) the two modes â and b̂ are
mixed on a 50:50 beam splitter (BS), and sent to the intensity detectors Ic and Id. Intensity
differencing leads to the noise plotted in (b). The squeezed field is blocked in order to attain
the shot noise limit (blue line). Then, the phase of the LO is changed to reveal the oscillating
nature of the noise.
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algebra we are able to find
〈n̂cd〉 = i〈â†b̂− âb̂†〉. (1.45)
Next, we’ll assume that the â mode is our signal which we can set as â = â0e
−iωt, and that
the b̂ mode is a strong coherent state |βe−iωt〉 where β = |β|e−iφ. Letting θ = φ+π/2 we may
write 〈n̂cd〉 = 2|β| 〈X̂(θ)〉, where 〈X̂(θ)〉 = (â0e−iθ + â†0eiθ)/2 is the field quadrature operator
at the angle θ. Thus, we see that the intensity difference measurement is proportional to
a quadrature measurement. It follows that the variance of the intensity difference operator










which allows one to access the quadrature noise of the signal. Therefore, by adjusting θ,
which can be done by adjusting φ of the LO, one can measure the noise of an arbitrary
quadrature of the signal field. In an actual experiment, the signal would first be blocked in
order to find the shot-noise limit, which is the blue line in Fig. 1.4(b). Then, the signal will
be unblocked, and θ will be adjusted to find the lowest possible noise, which corresponds
directly to the maximum amount of quadrature squeezing. As long as there is not too much
excess noise in the experiment, the noise signal will dip below the shot-noise limit.
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2 Experimental Motivation — PSR Squeezing
In this chapter we introduce the experimental discoveries that triggered our theoretical
investigation of beam dynamics in nonlinear interactions. These discoveries were part of
a collaborative effort between the Quantum Science and Technologies Group at Louisiana
State University and the Quantum Optics Group at The College of William and Mary. This
chapter is largely based on our collaborative papers, which investigated the spatial structure
of atom-generated squeezed vacuum.
Our original goal was to investigate how squeezed vacuum, generated via the PSR effect,
is effected by the change of the optical depth of the nonlinear medium; in this case warm
87Rb vapor. One of the preliminary steps was to verify, as was then expected, that the
TSM properties of the output beam, and squeezed field, were the same as the pump beam.
However, on the contrary, preliminary results suggested a rich and perplexing mode structure,
one that demanded a more rigorous explanation. Therefore, we proceeded by studying the
spatial dependence of squeezing using spatial masks in two different beam configurations.
This experimental study and subsequent theoretical development led to clear evidence of
the higher-order mode structure of the squeezed beam. Then, turning full circle, we used
configurations where the beams traversed the vapor cell multiple times to investigate how
the mode structures changes with the optical depth of the 87Rb vapor. Finally, we used a
double-cell configuration to investigate if the first cell can act as a mode-prep or mode-filter
to enhance the amount of squeezing generated in the second cell.
In order to explain our findings, this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1
we give a brief description of the experimental apparatus and the generation of squeezed
vacuum via the PSR effect. In Section 2.2 we present our study of the transverse-spatial
mode properties of PSR squeezing using spatial masks. Lastly, in Section 2.3 we present our
study of multi-pass and double-cell configurations, which allowed the investigation of the
optical depth dependence of squeezing.
The majority of this chapter is derived from Refs. [1, 2] published under Copyright c©
2011 by the American Physical Society.
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2.1 Generation of Squeezed Light via PSR
2.1.1 Qualitative Explanation
The PSR effect is a variant of the general four-wave mixing interaction, which can take
place in χ(3) nonlinear materials [see Fig. 2.1(a)]. These materials exhibit an intensity de-
pendent index of refraction, and this phenomenon is the key to the classical description of
PSR. The polarization of the electric field can be decomposed into x- and y-components,
and depicted by a polarization ellipse, as in Fig. 2.1(b). Since the intensity of the two com-
ponents are different, they experience different induces of refraction in the nonlinearity, thus
acquiring a phase shift. This phase shift between the components manifests as a rotation
of the polarization ellipse. Thus, it would appear that Ex was amplified and Ey was at-
tenuated. Interestingly, the interaction persists even if only vacuum fluctuations enter the
x-polarized port [see Fig. 2.1(c)]. Furthermore, as in the classical case, the vacuum in the x
polarization can experience a phase-sensitive amplification by the y-polarized pump beam.
It is this phase-sensitive amplification that gives rise to squeezing in the PSR scheme, and a
more complete description is developed Chapter 4.
Figure 2.1. Description of the PSR effect used in our experiment. In (a) we depict the four
wave mixing interaction between a y-polarized pump beam and vacuum fluctuations in the
x polarization. Classically, the interaction can be described using the polarization ellipse in
(b); suppose Ey is a strong pump and Ex is a weak probe, the two fields experience different
induces of refraction in the χ(3) material, and this causes the polarization ellipse to rotate.
Quantumly, the interaction takes place even if Ex is blocked, in other words, even if vacuum
fluctuations enter the x-polarized port. In (c) we depict the energy level diagram describing
the quantum interaction between the x- and y-polarization modes.
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2.1.2 Experimental Apparatus
Squeezing via PSR is arguably the simplest way to create squeezed vacuum, which should
be evident by the depiction of the experimental apparatus in Fig. 2.2. The beauty of this
configuration is twofold. First, the pump beam and squeezed beam are co-propagating, and
second, the modified pump beam exiting the vapor cell acts as the LO in the detection
scheme. This makes the alignment relatively simple and reduces the number of necessary
optical components. Furthermore, the compact layout and robustness makes this method
ideal for quantum enhanced magnetometry [71].
A cavity diode laser was detuned approximately 100 MHz to the red of the 52S1/2, F =
2 → 52P1/2, F ′ = 2 transition of 87Rb (λ ' 795 nm). The laser output was spatially
filtered by passing it through a single-mode-polarization-maintaining (SMPM) fiber, linearly
Figure 2.2. Detailed diagram describing an experimental setup used to generate squeezed
light via PSR. SMPM is a single-mode polarization-maintaining fiber, λ/2 is a half wave
plate, GP is a Glan-laser polarizer, PBS is a polarizing beam splitter, PhR is a phase-
retarding wave plate, and BPD is a balanced photodetector. The PBD is inserted to eject
the squeezed field and determine the shot noise (standard quantum limit). To investigate
the spatial mode properties, different masks were inserted in either a (a) collomated beam
or a (b) focused beam before the detector.
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polarized using a Glan-laser polarizer (GP) and focused into a 7.5-cm long cylindrical Pyrex
cell with isotopically enriched 87Rb vapor and no buffer gas. The waist of the focused beam
(diameter 100 µm at 1/e2 intensity level) was located 6.5 cm from the front of the cell. The
cell was mounted inside three layer µ-metal magnetic shielding, and maintained at a constant
temperature of 66◦C, corresponding to a Rb density of 5.4× 1011 cm−3.
In order to measure quadrature noise of the modified vacuum field, we rotated the polar-
ization of the two fields by 45◦ and mixed them on a polarization beam splitter (PBS) before
sending them to a balanced photodiode (BPD). We thus realized a homodyne detection in
which the strong laser field served as the LO [71, 72]. The relative phase (quadrature an-
gle) of the two fields was adjusted by tilting the phase-retarding (PhR) plate (a birefringent
quarter-wave plate with a crystal axis set parallel to the LO polarization). All the measure-
ments discussed here were performed at 1-MHz detection frequency with 100-kHz resolution
and 30-Hz video bandwidths. To calibrate the SQL (Standard Quantum Limit, i.e., shot-
noise) level, we inserted an additional PBS into the beam after the cell, which reflects the
squeezed field and passes only the LO field.
2.2 Investigation with Spatial Masks
All previous experimental and theoretical analysis of PSR squeezing assumed an identical
single spatial mode for both the strong pump and vacuum fields, with either fundamental
Gaussian [71,72] or Laguerre-Gaussian [73] transverse profiles. However, as we show below,
the spatial composition of the squeezed field mode is more complex.
In order to investigate the spatial property of the squeezed field, we inserted different radi-
ally symmetric spatial masks into the collimated beam after the Rb cell [shown in Fig.2.3(a)].
We classify the beam masks as irises or disks, depending on whether they block the outer
or inner part of the laser beam. We used an adjustable iris, and a set of fixed sized disks.
These masks were inserted into the collimated part of the laser beam after the interaction
with the atoms, making sure that the masks are properly centered. Since the masks reduced
the LO power, we carefully recalibrated the shot-noise level for every mask and adjusted the
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phase retarding plate to track the maximally squeezed and anti-squeezed quadrature noises.
The modifications of the quantum noise by different types of masks are presented in
Fig. 2.3. Based on a single-mode description of the optical field, one would expect the
changes in the detected quantum noise in all cases to depend only on the total optical
transmission T , and to be accurately described by the beam-splitter expression:
SqVout = 10 · log10[T · 10SqVin/10 + (1− T)], (2.1)
where SqVin,out are the quadrature noise measured in dB before and after the mask. Clearly,
the experimentally measured noise values deviate significantly from the expected dependen-
cies; shown in Figs. 2.3(a)–2.3(d) as dashed and dotted lines, indicating non-trivial spatial
correlations [?]. For example, even small losses of about 10% (for the iris mask) and 30% (for
Figure 2.3. The minimum (diamonds) and maximum (circles) quadrature noise detected
when the beam is partially blocked by different masks: (a) an iris, (b) a disk, and (c,d) both
an iris and a disk. The noise level is plotted vs. the fraction of LO intensity transmitted
through the mask. The central disk alone blocked (c) 8% and (d) 25% of the LO intensity.
The dashed and dotted lines are predictions based on a single-mode model, and zero of the
vertical axis corresponds to the shot noise.
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the disk mask) bring the squeezed quadrature noise significantly above shot noise. Moreover,
for the disk mask, even at small transmission (T < 5%), the quantum noise in both quadra-
tures is more than 5 dB above shot noise [see Fig. 2.3(b)]. In contrast, Eq. (2.1) predicts
that in all cases we should expect the noise to approach the SQL monotonically from below,
never exceeding the shot noise level.
To gain additional insight about the spatial distribution of the squeezed vacuum field,
we looked at the noise of a ring-like slice of the laser beam. To do this we constructed
a mask consisting of a fixed size opaque disk and a variable size iris. Figures 2.3(c) and
2.3(d) represent modifications of transmitted quantum noise by such masks where the fixed
disk sizes are characterized by 8% and 25% blockage of LO power. Again, Figures 2.3(c)
and 2.3(d) show that we were not able to improve the measured noise suppression below
that of the unobstructed beam, even though the anti-squeezing noise followed the uniform
loss model much better. Perhaps, such combined masks were able to block especially noisy
spatial modes. The above observations suggested that the generated squeezed field consists
of several spatial modes, some of which are “noisier” than others. These modes are expected
to be radially symmetric due to the cylindrical symmetry of our setup. Furthermore, because
of the conservation of angular momentum, we expected that only modes with ` = 0 can be
excited via the PSR process.
The portion exp[i(2p + |`| + 1) arctan(z/zR)] of the general LG mode [Eq. (1.11)] is
known as the Gouy phase. It is responsible for a π phase shift near the beam focus, but this
shift is altered by the LG parameters ` and p. Therefore, if a superposition of LG modes
is propagating through a focus, we can expect interference effects to modify the intensity
profile of the beam. If our LO and squeezed field do in fact have a mixed LG structure,
then we should observe asymmetries about such a focal point; otherwise, the beam will
have a simple Gaussian profile on both sides of the focus. Therefore, we built a one-to-one
telescope to create an extra focal point and displaced the iris mask down the telescope to
investigate the LG structure. The modified setup is depicted in Fig. 2.2(b) and the results
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are plotted in Figs. 2.3(e) and 2.3(f). Qualitatively, the transmission of the LO [Fig. 2.3(e)]
is quite symmetric. Therefore, it seems that the LO retains a majority of the Gaussian-
mode structure of the pump. However, it is noteworthy that the position of the maximum
transmission shifted as we varied the iris size, thus evident of some underlying multi-mode
structure. On the other hand, the minimum noise data in Fig. 2.3(f) has very pronounced
asymmetry. Furthermore, the irises with 93% and 86% peak transmission, there are more
than one local minima. This suggests that the squeezed vacuum field has a significant TSM
structure, and the Gouy phase of each mode of the modes in the superposition create this
peculiar dependence on the iris position with respect to the focal point. At this stage we
developed the hypothesis that the Gouy phase of each mode must be closely related to the
squeezing angle of each mode. This idea will be developed formally in Section 4.2.
2.3 Optical Depth Investigation
Next, we investigated the optical depth dependence of PSR squeezing using two methods
for changing the optical depth: by changing the interaction length within the atomic medium
and changing the atomic density of medium. Specifically, we compared the maximum amount
of squeezing possible when the light passes through the vapor cell once, or multiple times,
at different atomic densities. We also used a double cell configuration which allowed us to
independently vary the atomic density and the relative position of each cell. In addition, it
was possible to insert the PBS after the first cell, effectively removing any quantum noise
modifications, but preserving any changes to the pump field. In this way, the first cell can
be used as a mode-filter, or mode-prep, to modify the pump beam in an advantageous way.
2.3.1 Multi-pass Configuration
To establish the double-pass setup, we placed a mirror after the output collimating lens
to back reflect the beam into the cell, as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The four-pass setup, shown
in Fig. 2.4(c), is achieved by adding another retroreflecting mirror before the first lens, once
more doubling the optical pass of the beam through the cell.
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Figure 2.4. Detailed diagram of the (a) PSR squeezer experimental apparatus which has
been modified with a (b) double-pass and (c) four-pass beam arrangement. All abbreviations
are the same as Fig. 2.2.
We carried out a comparison of the squeezing level in three cases: single, double, and
quadruple pass. Since previous studies found that the best squeezing required careful opti-
mization of both atomic density and pump laser power, we carefully mapped the measured
minimum quantum noise as a function of both parameters for each experimental arrange-
ment. Fortunately, the highest beam power (11 mW) yielded the best squeezing for each
configuration. This conveniently allowed us to fix the laser power for the further mea-
surements, and to confidently compare the squeezing measurements performed at different
atomic densities. In the case of a single pass, the best value of squeezing measured was 2.0
dB at the Rb density of Noptsngl = 9.3 × 1011cm−3. When the optical path was doubled, a
squeezing level of 2.6 dB was achieved at the atomic density Noptdbl = 4.3×1011cm−3, showing
a substantial improvement over the single-pass case. For the quadruple-pass setup we saw
a slight decrease in the measured squeezing amount to 2.2 dB at 2.4× 1011cm−3. However,
in this configuration we did not have full beam-shape control, and thus the expansion of the
laser beam on the subsequent passes may have led to the lower observed squeezing.
To elucidate the different outcomes, in Fig. 2.5 we plot the measured squeezing as a
function of the effective optical depth, defined as d = σ0NL, where σ0 = 10
−9cm2 is the
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Figure 2.5. The measured dependence of minimum quadrature noise on the effective optical
depth for single-, double-, and quadruple-pass configurations. The laser pump power for all
three traces was 11 mW, which provided the best value of squeezing for all three geometries.
resonant absorption cross section, N is the atomic number density, and L is the effective
length of the atomic medium. If the nonlinear interaction, leading to vacuum squeezing
generation, depended only on the integrated optical depth of the ensemble, one could naively
expect that all three curves would appear on top of each other. Indeed, there are several
clear similarities between the three curves. The overall trends agree quite well. In the
low-density limit, the measured squeezing improved with optical depth, reaching a rather
broad plateau. However, further increase in atomic density resulted in rapid deterioration
of squeezing. In each configuration the best squeezing occurred at approximately the same
optical depth range. The main difference between the three geometries appeared in the
squeezing magnitudes reached in each case. The single-pass configuration showed the worst
quantum noise suppression (2.0 dB) and the double-pass showing the best (2.6 dB). In
Chapter 4, this difference is explained by analyzing the dependence of higher-order TSM
generation during the light-atom interaction.
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Figure 2.6. Experimental setup modified to include two independent vapor cells. This setup
allows the investigation of minimum noise dependence as it relates to the atomic density of
the two cells, and the position of the cells with respect to the focal point of the beams. All
abbreviations are the same as Fig. 2.2.
2.3.2 Double-Cell Configuration
Continuing the investigation, we added another identical Rb cell to create an “unfolded”
double-pass configuration, shown in Fig. 2.6. This configuration allows us to avoid some of
the limitations of the previous setup, for example, the inability to independently control the
relative position of the beam focus during each pass. The use of two different vapor cells also
allowed us to independently vary their atom density and relative positions. In addition, it
was possible to insert the polarizing beam splitter after the first cell, effectively removing the
quantum noise modifications, but preserving any changes in the intensity distribution of the
pump field resulting from the interaction with atoms in the first Rb cell. Consequently, for all
the experimental parameters we performed two sets of measurements. First, the pump and
the vacuum fields propagated through both cells unaltered. Second, the vacuum fluctuations
modified by the first cell were ejected and replaced with a coherent vacuum. In the second
case, the measured squeezing was influenced only by the modification of the pump beam in
the first cell, thus utilizing the first cell solely for mode preparation.
Since it was possible to change the temperature of each cell independently, we studied
the effect of changing atomic density in the second cell when the first-cell atom density was
fixed at either Noptsngl = 9.3 × 1011cm−3, the optimal condition for the single-pass squeezing
generation, or Noptdbl = 4.3× 1011cm−3, at which the highest value of the measured squeezing
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Figure 2.7. Dependence of squeezing on the position of the (a) first cell and (b) second cell.
Red data gives the measured squeezing when the squeezed field generated in the first cell is
filtered out before the second cell. Black data gives the measured squeezing when both cells
are used with no filtering. In each case, when a cell is held fixed, it is held at its optimal
position. The atomic density in both cells is 9.3× 1011cm−3, in (a) the second cell is held at
1.3 cm, and in (b) the first cell is held at -2.5 cm.
in the double-pass configuration was observed. In all cases there exists again an optimal
atomic-density at which the measured squeezing is maximized. If the squeezed vacuum
propagates through both cells (crosses), we unsurprisingly observed the best squeezing when
both cells were at the same atomic density, Noptdbl = 4.3 × 1011cm−3, replicating the optimal
conditions observed for the double-pass experiment. When the first cell was tuned to the
optimal single-pass condition, the best squeezing was measured when the atomic density
of the second cell was set slightly higher. However, there was no further improvements
compared to the output of the single cell.
We also observed that if the squeezed vacuum field generated in the first cell was filtered
out by the polarizing BS, the measured amount of squeezing after the second cell (2.8 dB)
exceeded the best squeezing for the previous configurations. This observation implies that
the pump modifications due to the interaction with the first cell resulted in more favorable
conditions for generation of squeezed vacuum in the second cell. This shows us that it may be
possible to further improve squeezing by actively optimizing the spatial mode decomposition
of the pump field. Our experimental results also displayed strong dependence on the observed
amount of squeezing to the relative position of the cells and the focal points of the optical
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beams. Such behavior agrees with our previous observations that the exact decomposition of
the higher-order TSM’s is sensitive to the geometry of the interaction and changes depending
on where in the cell the pump beam is focused. By translating each cell on the beam axis,
we changed the position of the beam focus in each cell. We define the relative position of
each cell such that for zero displacement, the focus of the pump beam is at the geometrical
center of the cell. Furthermore, a positive displacement indicates that the focus is before the
center of the cell. For example, the displacement of +2.5 cm means that the focal point is
approximately 1.25 cm away from the front window, and 6.25 cm from the rear window of
our 7.5-cm cell.
In Figure 2.7 we plot the dependence of squeezing on the relative position of the two cells.
The atomic density in both cells is held at 9.3× 1011cm−3. In Figure 2.7(a) the second cell
is held at 1.3 cm while the first cell is translated, and in Fig. 2.7(b) the first cell is held at
-2.5 cm while the second cell is translated. The black data is the minimum squeezing when
no filtering was used between the two cells. The red data is the minimum squeezing when
the vacuum fluctuations, which were modified by the first cell, are reflected and replaced
with coherent vacuum. It is quite amazing that the second scenario almost always out
performs the first. This is clear evidence of the TSM structure of the LO and squeezed
field, once again demanding a more complete understanding of the multimode interaction.
Furthermore, we see that the focal position in each cell can have significant impacts on the
squeezing performance. It is clear that to maximize the output squeezing, the focus in each
consecutive cell must be carefully optimized for each value of atomic density, and deviating
from this optimal position can quickly deteriorate the output squeezing. This observation
can partly explain why we did not see improved squeezing when we increased the number
of passes from two to four in the previous experiment, since no independent focal position
optimization was possible for each pass.
This Chapter has outlined the clear evidence we discovered in our investigation of the
TSM properties of quadrature squeezing generated via PSR. In the following Chapter, we will
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develop the theoretical tools necessary to begin to simulate this, and many other, nonlinear
interaction. In Chapter 4, we will revisit PSR squeezing, and use our theory to model our
experiment. Furthermore, we will show how to make predictions about the squeezing that
is achieved, and how it is distributed among the TSMs.
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3 Beam Theory
3.1 Classical Beam Theory for Nonlinear Optics
In this section, we present our solution to the inhomogeneous parxial wave equation
developed in Section 1.2.1. To that end, we will discuss our use of the Born approximation,
some significant properties of the Laguerre-Gauss modes, and then give an overview our
method using Green’s functions. Although this method makes use of some approximations,
we will discuss how this approach is superior to numerical methods for our problems. An
analytic method is preferred, because we wish to explicitly retain the mode structure of the
resulting beam, such that we may use it to perform a second-quantization procedure, which
follows in the next section. Please see Appendix A for full details of our Green’s function
solution method.
3.1.1 Spatial Mode Propagation
To proceed in solving the inhomogeneous paraxial wave equation, Eq. (1.18), we pause
to recognize the symmetry with the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. With this similarity in
mind, we make a first-order Born approximation [74], and replace E with the input beam









P(E0) ≡ ℘(E0). (3.1)
The first Born approximation was conceived for matter waves in the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation with weak scattering potentials and small incident angles, but it is relevant to our
nonlinear optical problem as well. Analogously, the nonlinearities are relatively weak and
the incident angles are also small. Furthermore, our pump beams are strong and typically
only slightly modified by the nonlinearity. As we pointed out in Section 1.3, most of the
interactions of interest in quantum optics do not require the full tensor nature of the sus-
The majority of Section 3.1 is derived from Ref. [3] published under Copyright c© 2011
by the American Physical Society.
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ceptibility, allowing us to decouple the inhomogeneous paraxial wave equation. Lastly, most
nonlinear processes that involve the generation of new fields start with vacuum modes, thus
the nonlinear medium is truly behaving like a source, as Eq. (3.1) describes. For example, as
we have seen in the PSR squeezing scheme, the y-polarized pump beam is the source of new
TSM structure in the x polarization, which began as vacuum entering the empty x-polarized
port. Thus, the Born approximation accurately describes the actual physical process. That
is, the optical response of the nonlinear material inherent in ℘(E0) behaves as a source for
new mode components of the field.
3.1.2 Construction of the initial-value-problem
Seeing that the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.1) is effectively the source of the new beam, it
is helpful to restate the problem here as an initial-value problem (IVP) in the compact form,
DE : L̂E = ℘(E0)
IV : E0,
(3.2)




∇2⊥ and E0 is the input-field which is assumed to be undepleted. Although
this IVP represents a first Born approximation, the following method can be used iteratively
for cases when the nonlinearity and generated fields are stronger. In such cases, it may
be necessary to include an attenuation factor, on the initial value, which conserves energy.
Ideally, the theory does not require any free parameters for the source ℘, and can be used
directly. In reality, however, it may be difficult to calculate the strength of the source if
the model used does not capture the full complexity of the experimental system. Therefore,
it may be convenient to capture such complexity with an interaction strength factor that,
if necessary, can be used as a fitting parameter. For example, a fitting parameter is quite
useful when simulating the generation of squeezed light in hot atomic vapor, where the direct
calculations are too complex. In Chapter 4 we will use a fitting parameter to model the slight
changes to the LO, effectively finding the relative strength of the nonlinearity [see Eq. (4.6)].
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3.1.3 Laguerre-Gauss Mode Properties
In Section 1.2.1 we derived the paraxial wave equation and introduced the LG modes,
which are solutions in cylindrical coordinates. Now, we will continue discussing some of
their properties, which are critical to our solution method. The LG modes form a complete
orthonormal set, and thus can be used as a basis set to expand an arbitrary paraxial beam
B = B(r, φ, z) in free space. Using the orthogonality relation
∫
rdrdφ u∗`,p(r, φ, z)uq,n(r, φ, z) = δ`qδpn, (3.3)
we can write B(r, φ, z) as
B(r, φ, z) =
∑
`,p




rdrdφ u∗`,p(r, φ, z0, w0)B(r, φ, z0). (3.5)
The waist w0 of the basis set is, in general, chosen to give the best fit and reduce the number
of terms in the expansion, whereas the c`,p coefficients are independent of the position z0. If
we insert Eq. (3.5) in Eq. (3.4) and collect the LG modes we find















′, φ′, z)u`,p(r, φ, z) = δ(r − r′)δ(φ− φ′). (3.7)
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The condition z = z0 simply states that the LG modes are complete at equal z’s, i.e, when
the two z slices coincide. Furthermore, we will see that this condition reemerges as part
of the mechanism which introduces the input beam in the solution of the IVP. Thus, the
completeness relation is instrumental in the Green’s function solution method, which we will
now present briefly.
3.1.4 Green’s Function Solution — Mode Structure of Generated Beam
The magic of the Green’s function solution method [75] is that once the propagator K,
and Green’s function G are derived, the problem is solved (for full details of the solution
method see Appendix A):
E =
∫







Although we solve this problem in free space, the properties of the LG modes allow us to
utilize a method developed for fixed boundary conditions. Since the LG modes are a complete
orthonormal set, we can use an eigenfunction expansion. Recalling the completeness relation
in Eq. (3.7), we define the propagator and Green’s function in terms of the LG modes:




′, φ′, z′)u`,p(r, φ, z)
G(r, φ, z|r′, φ′, z′) ≡ Θ(z − z′)K(r, φ, z|r′, φ′, z′),
(3.9)
where Θ(z − z′) is the Heaviside step function.
At this point the problem is solved. However, we may further simplify matters by ex-
panding the source ℘ in terms of the LG modes:
℘(r, φ, z) =
∑
`,p




rdrdφ u∗`,p(r, φ, z)℘(r, φ, z). To find the final form of our solution, we insert
Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.8) and find








So we see that the final solution is a superposition of the unmodified pump beam, and a
collection of LG modes, which, referring to Eq. (3.1), will depend on the specified polarization
P and the spatial structure of the input beam E0. The cautious reader may be concerned
that we have solved a problem concerning a possibly localized source distribution using a
free space Green’s function method. Therefore, we point out that the effects of the source
are totally subsumed in the spacial distribution of ℘. Furthermore, in most situations a
Gaussian pump beam will be completely encompassed by the interaction region, effectively
making the boundary in r infinite.
Thus, we have developed a general solution to the inhomogeneous paraxial wave equa-
tion, but we have not been explicit with the phase matching conditions or the interaction
between the mode components of the field. A more careful treatment is due for each partic-
ular implementation. In Chapter 4 we will use this theory to explain the PSR experiment
discussed in Chapter 2. Later, in Chapter 5, we will demonstrate how to use the theory to
simulate beam dynamics in OAM transfer interactions.
3.2 Quantum Beam Theory for Nonlinear Optics
In Section 1.4 we introduced some of the framework of quantum optics. One should
recall the two main ingredients in the recipe: first find the mode structure, then quantize
the modes. Sometimes, the quantization procedure is referred to as “second quantization”
because, in many ways, finding the mode structure of the classical field is the first quantiza-
tion. Take, for example, the LG modes, which we have discussed in detail. Even in free space
they form a complete and orthonormal set of modes, indexed by the azimuthal and radial
The majority of Section 3.2 is derived from Ref. [4] published under Copyright c© 2011
by the American Physical Society.
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induces. It is this property that allows an eigenfunction-like expansion of the propagator in
the Green’s function solution method. Thus, now that the modes have been identified, it is
time to quantize the modes. We will take a relatively simple approach, jump straight to the
interaction picture, and analyze a general phenomenological Hamiltonian that is relevant to
PDC and FWM interactions.
3.2.1 Hamiltonian and Unitary Evolution
Any third-order nonlinear interaction can be described in terms of the quantum fields Ê







d1 (r, t) Ê
(−)
d2 (r, t)
× Ê(+)s (r, t) Ê
(+)




where χ(3)(r) is the third-order nonlinearity, Ê(±) corresponds to the positive and negative
frequency components of the field, and d1, d2, s, i correspond to drive (pump), signal and idler
fields. We follow tradition in labeling the non-driving modes signal and idler (also referred to
as target modes in literature). We elect to consider input beams with cylindrical symmetry,
but we note that the following calculation can certainly be done in other coordinate systems.
As was discussed in Section 1.2.1, the homogeneous paraxial wave equation gives rise to the
LG family of solutions (Eq. 1.11) when solved in cylindrical coordinates.
To retain generality, we will assume that the pump beam modes are known but that the
signal and idler modes have vacuum inputs. Therefore, we must allow for a large number of
spatial modes in the signal and idler fields. Thus, we let














In reality, an infinite number of modes is not necessary and the sum can be truncated to a
total of N modes. To determine the mode structure relevant to the interaction, one can use
the semiclassical-beam theory developed in the previous section. Furthermore, if a vacuum
mode is replaced with a seed beam, then the semiclassical theory can predict the beam
evolution, which can be included here. The pump beams, on the other hand, are treated
classically and have a well-known structure, and without loss of generality, we can choose
them to be Gaussian beams of the form
Ê
(+)




d2 (r, t) = Ad2 u0,0(r) d̂2 e
i(kd2·r−ωd2t),
(3.14)
where Ad1 and Ad2 are complex amplitudes. In practice, one can plug in whatever mode
structure is present in the pump beam(s). Next, we make the parametric approximation and


















where κ is a coupling constant, the effective susceptibility is
χ
(3)








C is a normalization constant, and we have assumed phase matching, which allows us to
drop the exponential factor.
Next, we will simplify notation and make calculations more straightforward by turning
the double sum in Eq. (3.15) into matrix multiplication. First, we will recognize that, in
practice, the summation over the modes can be truncated. To simplify notation, we’ll assume
there is some `max = mmax, and the sums run symmetrically over the azimuthal modes, that
is −`max ≤ ` ≤ `max and −mmax ≤ m ≤ mmax. Likewise, there is some pmax = qmax, which
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Figure 3.1. General unitary evolution generated in a χ(3) material. In each spatial mode,
there are actually many transverse-spatial modes interacting not only within the mode, but
potentially with many other modes in the adjacent spacial modes. Our theory can accom-
modate single or dual pump modes and single or dual vacuum input modes. Furthermore,
a vacuum mode, for example b̂, could be replaced with a seed beam and evolution could be
calculated with our semi-classical beam theory for nonlinear optics, and incorporated into
this second quantization procedure.
determine 0 ≤ p ≤ pmax and 0 ≤ q ≤ qmax. Next, we will define the vector of operators
â ≡ (â`,p â`,p+1 ... â`+1,p â`+1,p+1 ...)T









where, in this case, ` = −`max and p = 0 are the lowest order modes in consideration, (·)T
indicates the transpose operation, and b̂ follows accordingly. With these vectors in mind, we




ê`+1 ⊗ êp+1 χ`−`max,p;m−mmax,q [êm+1 ⊗ êq+1]T , (3.18)
where êi is a vector with one in the ith position, and the sum runs over 0 ≤ ` ≤ 2`max + 1,
0 ≤ p ≤ pmax, 0 ≤ m ≤ 2mmax + 1, and 0 ≤ q ≤ qmax. Using Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18) we











where we have introduced
∼













dr3χ t is the squeezing matrix. This unitary evolution is depicted in Fig. 3.1.





where R and Θ are Hermitian matrices. In general, R and Θ do not commute. However,
it follows that for functions f that are expandable in a power series, f(R)eiΘ = eiΘf(
∼
R)




R) where f is even or odd respectively. Straightforward yet tedious
repetition of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relation allows us to find the Bogoliubov trans-
formations for the multimode vectors:
Ŝ†(ξ) â Ŝ(ξ) = cosh(R)â− sinh(R)eiΘb̂
†
Ŝ†(ξ) b̂ Ŝ(ξ) = cosh(R)b̂− sinh(R)eiΘâ†



































































With these transformations at our disposal, we can calculate the expectation values of many
interesting quantities.
3.2.2 Quadrature Variance
In Section 1.4 we introduced the quadrature operators and discussed how their variances
reveal information about the noise of the state of light. In this section, we investigate
the “twin beam” labeled by the operators â and b̂, which was initially a product state
|0〉 = |{0}l,p〉a
⊗
|{0}m,q〉b. However, after the nonlinearity, it is potentially an entangled
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state since photons were created pairwise in the â and b̂ modes, that is, it is not possible to
find pure states |ψ〉a and |φ〉b such that Ŝ(ξ)|0〉 = |ψ〉a
⊗
|φ〉b. Therefore, we will investigate















We first investigate the scalar variance of the transverse multispatial-mode field. The




where ∆X̂j ≡ X̂j−〈X̂j〉. In the spontaneous nonlinear interaction regime, that is, vacuum
in the signal and idler input modes, we are assured that 〈X̂j〉 = 0 and we thus find
〈(∆X̂j)2〉 = 〈
∼




where |{0}A, {0}B〉 is the vacuum state for the multimode twin beam, and |{0}〉 = |01, 02, ...〉
is the typical multimode vacuum state. The list of modes in |{0}〉 naturally follow the same



































where in the second line we use the cyclicity of trace, the invariance under transpose, and
the commutation properties of R and Θ to find a familiar form, and in the final line present
a compact form. Therefore, we see that the total quadrature variance is simply the sum of
all the quadrature variances in each of the TSM’s.
Variance Matrices
Next, we investigate the corresponding variance-covariance matrices:




































cosh 2R− cosh 2
∼



















When the squeeze matrix is symmetric and Hermitian, it has real entries. Therefore, when
ξ =
∼
ξ and ξ = ξ† =⇒ R =
∼
R and eiΘ = e−i
∼
Θ. This reduces the variances to













3.2.3 Photons and Multimode Correlations























which gives the number variance




each of which reduces to the familiar result for the case of single transverse spatial modes.





Next, we wish to investigate the inter-spatial-mode photon-number correlations in a way
that the covariance cannot. Typically, one would investigate the probability P`,p of finding
photons in the `, p mode. However, this information is naturally contained along the diagonal
of the average photon number matrix
n̄ = 〈â†
∼
â〉 = sinh2(R). (3.36)
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Thus, we calculate the photon-pair creation matrix which reveals the coupling strength
between TSM’s of the spatial modes â and b̂:







When normalized, this matrix gives the probability of TSM’s pairing in the nonlinear inter-
action, thus containing a photon pair.
3.2.4 Eigenmodes of Squeezing
In general, the squeezing matrix is neither symmetric nor Hermitian. However, under
certain conditions, for example when the beam focal points are at the center of the non lin-
earity, it can be normal. Therefore, the following analysis is valid, or a good approximation,
for many experimental configurations. When ξ is normal, it can be diagonalized by a uni-
tary. If we let U be the matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of ξ, then we can diagonalize
ξ according to ξ′ ≡ U †ξU . Furthermore, the decomposition yields the diagonal matrices











. It follows that their Bogoliubov transformations have
a particularly simple form. The ith modes in the eigenmode vectors become

































where R′i are the diagonal elements of R
′, and Θ′i are the diagonal elements of Θ
′. Thus,
the eigenmodes of squeezing are fundamental in the sense that they transform according to
the canonical two-mode squeezed vacuum equations [68]. They also define a basis in which
to analyze the squeezing and determine which modes are squeezed the most. The largest λi
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corresponds to the largest multimode squeezing and â′i gives that collection of modes.
The question remains, whether one can use the eigenmodes of squeezing as a basis to
represent our squeezed state |ξ〉. Thus, we first need to test whether the eigenmodes satisfy
the canonical commutation relation. Evidently,
[â′i, â
†′
j ] = U
†
ikUkj = δij, (3.39)






where A,B indicate the two spatial modes â, b̂ respectively, and |{n}i〉 is the multimode Fock
state with n photons in the ith eigenmode. We can use these states as our basis states since
〈â†λb̂
†
λ′〉 = δλ,λ′ , in other words, the photons are created pairwise in the same eigenmodes.
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4 Theoretical Explanation of PSR Experiment
In this chapter we will revisit the topic of TSM squeezing generated via PSR. In Chapter 2
we discussed our experimental findings; we investigated the TSM structure by incorporating
spatial masks and by changing the optical depth of the atomic vapor. We presented clear
evidence for the presence of higher order spatial modes in the TSM structure of the squeezed
vacuum beam. Now, we will use the theory developed in the previous chapter to investigate
the PSR squeezing interaction.
4.1 Semiclassical Regime
4.1.1 TSM Generation
As we discussed in Section 1.2.2, there are several ways to model the polarization P̃. In
this case, we will take a phenomenological approach based on the expansion in Eq. 1.19. Since
the pump beam is linear polarized, we can suppress the tensor nature of the susceptibility
and write
P̃ (3)(ω) = ε0χ
(3)(ω) Ẽ(ω)|Ẽ(ω)|2, (4.1)
where, in this case, the argument ω simply reminds us that the interaction is degenerate in























where the phase matching conditions have been naturally satisfied. Next, using the Born
approximation, we make the substitution E0 = ε0 u0,0 on the r.h.s., since the pump beam is
The majority of this chapter is derived from Refs. [1, 2] published under Copyright c©
2011 by the American Physical Society.
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χ(3) ε0|ε0|2 u0,0|u0,0|2. (4.4)
Thus, now the propagation equation is in a form suitable for our Green’s function solution
method. In this approximation we can regard the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.4) as the source ℘ of new
mode structure to the beam, which further simplifies the notation. We pause to point out
that, since the propagation equation inherits no φ dependence from either the atoms or the
input fields, the beam solutions will be limited to ` = 0 modes. This is clearly seen through
the integral for the c`,p coefficients, by noting that ℘ = ℘(r, z), and separating the φ phase
from the LG mode:
c`,p(z) =
∫




As one can see, the φ integral vanishes for ` 6= 0. We can now write our final solutions for
the spatial-amplitude function:











rdr u∗0,p(r) ℘(r), (4.7)
and the the parameter α has been introduced to characterize the strength of the interaction.
In principle, such a factor is not necessary, but in this case the model cannot capture the
full complexity of the experiment, and we will use α as a fitting parameter to fit the theory
to the measured data. Thankfully, in this case these integrals are relatively simple, and our
calculation showed that the summation converges rapidly for p ≤ 5. Equipped with the
output beam structure, we will revisit the spatial mask experiment in which we translated
the iris masks through a focus after the nonlinear cell [see Fig. 2.3(e) and 2.3(f)].
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4.1.2 TSM Properties of the Focused Output Beam
Evaluating Eq. (4.6), we find that as we suspected, the semiclassical theory predicts a
mixture of several different higher order modes. Now that we know the new mode structure
of the beam, we can fit the output beam [Eq. (4.6)] to the transmission data using the
fitting parameter α. The data was originally presented in Section 2.2, but we include it in
Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.1(c) for quick reference. First, starting with α = 0, it was apparent that
mode structure of the LO had changed. The pump beam is actually slightly focused by the
nonlinearity, so with α = 0, we have the waist of the original beam E0, which makes our
theoretical transmission plot narrower than the experimental transmission plot in Fig. 4.1(a).
Therefore, we increased α until the two aligned, which shows that the higher order p-mode
Figure 4.1. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical (left and right column) de-
pendencies of the LO beam transmission (top row) and the squeezed field minimal noise
power (bottom row) on the iris position for several fixed iris sizes. The legend denotes the
peak transmission for each iris. Note that the Rayleigh range zR =2.5 cm. To calculate
transmission and noise power, we used Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (2.1).
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structure is consistent with the self-focusing nature of the interaction. In Figure 4.1(b) we
present the theoretical LO transmission through the iris. We find excellent agreement, for
each iris size, even though a single α was used for every case. The only noteworthy deviation
is for the 92% iris, and this is now believed to be an experimental error in the measurement.
Based on the beam splitter model in Eq. (2.1), we calculate the expected minimum noise
as in Fig. 4.1(d). In the theoretical plot, the noise is always lower than shot noise since
the model does not take into account the excess noise. But, we can still compare it with
Fig. 4.1(c) and find the overall behavior is quite similar. In both plots, the minimum in the
noise power traces shift to the right, that is, farther from the beam focus as the iris size
shrinks. The qualitative agreement of these plots is further evidence of the LG structure
of the squeezed vacuum beam. A more rigorous description necessarily requires a quantum
treatment of both the light-matter interaction and the interaction with the spatial masks.
Therefore, in Section 4.2 we will use our second quantization procedure and predict the
distribution of the quantum noise in the individual LG modes. We have also developed a
quantum treatment of the interaction with the spatial masks which can be found in Refs. [76,
77]
4.1.3 Optical Depth
The optical depth study in Chapter 2 revealed that squeezing could be enhanced by
decreasing the atomic number density (N) and increasing the interaction length (L), in such
a way to keep the effective optical depth (d ∝ NL) constant. This is best observed in
Fig. 2.5, where the double pass scheme beats the single-pass scheme. This observation can
be explained in part by investigating the higher-order mode structure of the pump beam.
An example of higher-order mode generation in the pump field is shown in Fig. 4.2.
As expected, for lower atomic density, the intensity distribution of the pump beam is well
approximated by the the fundamental Gaussian mode p = 0. However, if we operate the
experiment above the optimal atomic density, we can start observing clear signs of a more
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complicated transverse structure in the output pump beam. Namely, Figure 4.2(c) shows a
ringlike formation, characteristic of the higher-order LG modes. This behavior is even more
clear in the mode-decomposition diagrams, shown in Figs. 4.2(b) and 4.2(d). As we showed in
Eq. (4.5), no higher-order ` modes are expected due to the conservation of the optical angular
momentum in the PSR process. It is clear that even though the fundamental Gaussian
mode dominates, the contribution of the higher-order p modes increases dramatically with
the temperature.
Similar behavior is also predicted by our theory. Figure 4.3 tracks the change in the
amplitudes of the generated higher-order modes |cp| for p = 0 to p = 4, in the cases where
the number density of atoms increases, or the length of the atomic medium increases. In
Figure 4.2. Transverse intensity distribution of the pump field (a) and the magnitude
of the calculated deconvolution coefficients |cp| after the cell at room temperature (T =
26oC, N = 1010cm−3). Small beam contamination due to diffraction gives rise to higher
order |cp| coefficients. Corresponding results for the pump beam after the interaction with
the vapor cell at high temperature (T = 91oC, N = 2.612cm−3) are shown in (c) and (d).
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Figure 4.3(a) we plot the output mode structure of the pump field at the output of the
vapor cell for several values of atomic density N . The first step in the plot corresponds to an
empty vapor cell (N = 0), so we only see response in c0 corresponding to the u0,0 mode. The
density increases to the optimal squeezing density Noptsngl at the third step of the plot, and
we are able to see the relative contribution of new modes at that coupling strength. Further
increase of the atomic number density subsequently increases the contribution of the higher-
order modes, which as we will show in the next section, can degrade the overall squeezing.
When the length L of the atomic medium is increased at a constant atomic density Noptsngl,
one observes a distinctly different behavior: As the interaction length increases, the strength
of the contaminating modes (p > 0) goes down, potentially improving the squeezing. Such
different effects for increasing the nominal optical depth NL should not be too surprising.
The underlying interaction is nonlinear and strongly intensity-dependent, which means that
the pump profile, and thereby the vacuum mode structure, can change quite drastically. In
the next section, we will use our theory to predict how the noise suppression is distributed
among the beam. Furthermore, we’ll show how the higher order TSM structure can degrade
the overall squeezing.
4.2 Quantum Regime
The tensor nature of this χ(3) interaction is the fundamental phenomenon related to the
PSR effect, and it is worked out in detail for classical fields [58]. This was eluded to in
Section 2.1.1, where we discussed how the different polarization components interact in the
nonlinearity. Quantized treatments have also been performed, which relate the observed
noise suppression to the amount of polarization self-rotation observed in the medium [45].
The early work predicted levels of noise suppression, which have proven to be woefully
over optimistic. This realization prompted more rigorous noise calculations [78] and our
experimental study of the transverse spatial modes excited during the interaction [1, 2],
which we presented in Chapter 2. With our preceding theory, we are finally able to perform
a fully second-quantized analysis of the transverse spatial mode structure. For brevity, and to
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Figure 4.3. The calculated relative amplitudes of the first few higher-order TSMs as (a)
the atomic number density N gradually increases or as (b) the length of the atomic medium
L is increased, keeping the focus at the center of the cell. One can see that increasing the
atomic density steadily increases the stimulation of higher-order modes. On the contrary,
increasing the length can have the opposite effect and suppress higher-order modes.
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Figure 4.4. Description of the PSR effect used in our experiment. In (a) we depict the four
wave mixing interaction between a y-polarized pump beam and vacuum fluctuations in the
x polarization. Quantumly, we can describe the interaction using the tensor element χxyxy,
that is, response in x due to stimulation in yxy, depicted in (b).
keep the proceeding relatively straightforward, we will analyze the PSR effect in terms of the
resonance structure of the interaction. In other words, we will not consider spatial structure
of χ(3). The classical formulation, for general third-order interactions, divides the interaction
into single- and two-photon resonant contributions, each with different photon polarization
interaction processes. The PSR process can be analyzed as a single-photon resonant process
(see Fig 4.4), and serves as a stepping stone to more complex interactions. Later in Chapter 6,
we will discuss the two-photon resonant interactions in FWM (see Fig. 6.1) and other more
complex spontaneous nonlinear interactions.
The single-photon resonance structure of PSR implies that this is a single mode interac-
tion. In other words, since the photons scattered into the x polarization are separated by
y-polarization excitation, it is reasonable to assume that the two x-polarization photons do
not have transverse-spatial-mode correlations, that is, there is no cross talk between the two
x-photon emissions. The absence of cross talk means that we should let b̂ → â and thus
have a single-spatial-mode squeezing process. We will see that the single-mode nature of
this process suppresses the creation of modes with OAM, as is observed experimentally.
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where χ(3) = χ
(3)
xyxy is the nonzero element of the third order tensor susceptibility, Ê(±)
corresponds to the positive and negative frequency components of the field, x corresponds
to the vacuum mode, and y correspond to the pump mode. In Chapter 2, we discussed in
detail the setup for the PSR experiment, which is beautiful in it’s simplicity. The single pump
beam in a u0,0 mode co-propagates with the x-polarized vacuum, along the z axis, before
and after the interaction with the atomic vapor. This, in conjunction with the degeneracy
in frequency allows us to write the quantum fields as
Ê(+)y (r, t) = Ay u0,0(r) ŷ e
i(kz−ωt)
























where κ is a coupling constant, the effective susceptibility is
χ
(3)








C is a normalization constant, and the natural phase matching has allowed us to drop





ê`+1 ⊗ êp+1 χ`−`max,p [ê`+1 ⊗ êp+1]T , (4.12)
where again êi is a vector with 1 in the i’th position, and the sum runs over 0 ≤ ` ≤ 2`max +1
and 0 ≤ p ≤ pmax. However, similar to what we showed in the previous section, we can reveal
that the squeezing will be limited to ` = 0 modes. Every element of the squeezing matrix is
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dφ ei 2` φ, (4.13)
where on the r.h.s we extracted the φ phase from the LG mode. As one can see, the φ integral










extending along the diagonal, where 0 ≤ p ≤ pmax. Thus, using the equations for the
quadrature variance in Section 3.2, we know how the noise is distributed among the spatial
modes. Furthermore, since ξ is diagonal, we are naturally working with the eigenmodes of




where rp = |ξp|. To visualize these results, we will use the the squeezed vacuum Wigner
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The Wigner function is a phase space distribution that contains all the information of the
state. It is the mathematically rigorous analogy to the phase space sketches in Fig. 1.3,
which can be thought of as a slice of the Wigner function.
Using quantum state tomography, we reconstructed the Wigner function for our squeezed
vacuum state, with the best noise suppression we were able to achieve [see Fig. 4.5(a)].
This Wigner function looks very squeezed, but actually corresponds to noise suppression of
1.9± 0.2 dB below the SQL level in the maximally squeezed quadrature, which is a modest
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amount of squeezing compared to the predictions of the single-mode theory [45, 78, 79].
However, our theory suggests that more significant squeezing could be hiding in the spatial
mode structure of the beam. To show this, we use the coupling constant κ in Eq. (4.10)
as a fitting parameter, adjusted so that the minimum quadrature noise predicted by our
homodyne detection calculation, provides 1.9 dB noise suppression in the X1 quadrature
(with θ/2 = 0). For reference, the Wigner function of our theoretical model is plotted in
Fig. 4.5(b). Next, we will discuss the homodyne-detection calculation, and show how we
reveal the squeezing in the TSMs.
The photocurrent-difference variance (see Section 1.4) is a weighted sum of quadrature
Figure 4.5. (a) Wigner function of the experimentally realized squeezed state and (b) an ideal
theoretical minimum uncertainty state with 1.9 dB of squeezing along the X1 quadrature,
shown here in 3D and contour. The axis labels x and y are proportional to the X1 and X2
quadratures, respectively. The Wigner function has been rescaled by the peak amplitude
of the vacuum Wigner function. In Figure 4.6 we show the underlying mode structure that
recreates predicted by the theory.
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variances (some squeezed, some anti-squeezed) of all modes which overlap the LO [68]. As
we have previously shown, only the modes with ` = 0 are relevant to our experiment due to








|Op|2[e−2rp cos2(Arg Op) + e2rp sin2(Arg Op)], (4.17)






ELO is the local oscillator, and u0,p is the spatial function of the pth mode.
To take care of the adjusting the parameter κ, we first recognize that for our measured





= (1/4)e∓2rexp . Furthermore, in the limit of a strong










where X̂(θ) = (1/2)(âe−iθ + â†eiθ) is the field quadrature operator at the angle θ. Therefore,




|Op|2[e−2 rp cos2(Arg Op) + e2 rp sin2(Arg Op)] (4.20)
where rexp ≈ 0.565 is the experimental squeeze parameter and |ELO|2 =
∫
rdrdφ E∗LOELO.
Thus, we have determine the re-scaled LG squeeze parameters r′p and point out that the
squeeze angles θp = Arg(ξp) remain the same.
Figure 4.6 shows the Wigner functions for the squeezed LG modes, which comprise the
squeezed state predicted by the theory. The p = 3 and higher modes are omitted since they
show no appreciable squeezing. It is important to point out that if only the fundamental
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Figure 4.6. Wigner functions for the (a) p=0, (b) p=1, and (c) p=2 LG modes predicted
by the theory. When measured simultaneously via homodyne detection, they result in the
same squeezing depicted by the Wigner function in Fig. 4.5(b). In other words, since the
homodyne detection scheme is ignorant to the underlying TSM mode structure, the hidden
noise suppression is lost, and the noise combines in such a way to deteriorate squeezing. The
p = 3 and greater modes are omitted since they appear essentially as vacuum modes. The
axis labels x and y are proportional to the X1 and X2 quadratures respectively. The Wigner
functions have been rescaled by the peak amplitude of the vacuum Wigner function.
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mode p = 0 could be isolated, its minimum quadrature noise would have been measured
to be more that 11 dB below the shot noise. The p = 1 by itself (if isolated) would have
displayed −3 dB of squeezing, but at the different quadrature angle, and the trend continues
for higher modes, quickly approaching a coherent state. Thus, we find that there is actually
much more squeezing available in the individual modes, but in combination the overall noise
suppression is much worse due to the fact that the squeezing angles are out of phase. Looking
back to Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15), it is easy to see now how the different Gouy phase for
each mode can oscillate at a different rate and influence the squeezing angles. Extracting








where G(z) ≡ arctan(z/zR). Thus, it is clear that it is the p dependence of the Gouy phase
that gives rise to the different squeezing angles θp.
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5 Simulations — OAM Transfer
In this chapter, we present simulations which showcase our semiclassical theory. First,
we focus on experimentally relevant simulations related to PDC and spontaneous FWM. For
PDC, we take the results of the experiment a step further by suggesting ways to enhance
the mode structure of the generated beam. For FWM, we address an unresolved problem
pertaining to the pathways of OAM transfer in spontaneous FWM. For each simulation, we
will specify the polarization governing the interaction, along with the relevant beam and
nonlinearity parameters. Furthermore, all beam profiles are plotted at z = 0, and are color
coded to match the visible spectrum as closely as possible.
5.1 Stimulated Down Conversion
A rapidly evolving body of theoretical work is calling for entanglement in quantum sys-
tems with higher dimensions [80, 81]. Thus, as an exercise, we will study stimulated PDC
as a way to understand the properties of down-converted twin beams when a cavity is not
present to alter the mode structure. We model a PDC experiment, in which a 442-nm pump
beam interacts with a 845-nm signal beam (in a 3-mm long BBO crystal) to create a 925-nm
idler beam [8]. Due to the small incident angle of the signal beam and the relatively thin
crystal, effects from the non-collinear geometry are negligible. The light-matter interaction





where ωp, ωs, and ωi are the angular frequencies of the pump, signal, and idler photons
respectively. Furthermore, Ẽp is the pump beam, Ẽs is the signal beam, and the conjugation
of Ẽs corresponds to the creation of a photon in the input signal mode. Therefore, we
see how the choice of pump and signal modes tailor the response of the idler beam; this
phenomenon has been verified experimentally for relatively simple input beams [8]. The
The majority of this chapter is derived from Ref. [3] published under Copyright c© 2011
by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 5.1. (a) Stimulated-down-conversion scheme of our simulation, (b) - (d) the input
beam profiles of the pump and signal beams, a histogram giving the mode structure of the
output (idler) beam, and the spatial profile of the output (idler) beam respectively. In (b)
we use a u0,0 signal as a baseline, then in (c) and (d), we show how the signal beam can be
chosen to tailor a clean higher OAM superposition in the idler mode.
waist of the basis set, used to represent the generated beam, is set to match the waist of the
pump beam. In reality, the nonlinear interaction will stimulate a continuum of LG modes
with slightly different waists. Experimentally, one has to select a particular beam waist to
target in the detection scheme. Therefore, we choose a “detection waist” and we will see how
the interplay of the waist and Rayleigh range, of the input beams, effects the TSM structure
of the generated beam at that particular waist. With these parameter chosen, we can insert
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As we have done before, we make the substitutions
Ẽp(r, t) = Ep(r⊥, z) exp[i(kpz − ωpt)]
Ẽs(r, t) = Es(r⊥, z) exp[i(ksz − ωst)]
Ẽi(r, t) = Ei(r⊥, z) exp[i(kiz − ωit)]
(5.3)


















where in this case we have kept the relative phases in order to demonstrate the phase
matching. Since our interaction conserves energy and linear momentum, we will assume
ωi = ωp − ωs and ki = kp − ks. This means we can drop the exponential factors and









χ(2) Ep E∗s . (5.5)
Now, we can use our Green’s function solution to find the mode structure of the idler beam.
In this simulation, we investigate how to generate a high-OAM superposition in the idler
mode. First, for reference, we consider that the signal beam is prepared in the u0,0 mode
with a waist that matches the pump beam. As one can see in Fig. 5.1(b), the idler beam
responds in ` = ±2 superposition, with a spreading in p modes. Each histogram depicts the











Next, to increase OAM in the idler beam, we prepare a signal beam in the same superposition
as the pump, but include a π phase shift between the two modes in the superposition, that is,
the signal beam is now u2,0 + e
iπu−2,0. In Figure 5.1(c) we see that this combination creates
a destructive interference, which suppresses response at ` = 0, and produces an idler beam,
which responds at ` = ±4 with a spreading in p modes. More simulations using this technique
can be found in the following section. The stimulation of higher-order p modes corresponds,
in part, to a less than ideal overlap of the beams. Therefore, in Fig. 5.1(d), we show that one
can optimize the signal-beam waist to suppress the higher order p modes. The narrowing
of the signal-beam waist w0 (by ≈ 40%), in Fig. 5.1(d), corresponds to a reduction of the
Rayleigh range zR = πw
2
0/λ. In effect, the beams now expand closer to the same rate, which
is apparently the optimized beam overlap through the interaction region. This observation
is related to the Boyd criterion [17], which states that, the nonlinear interaction is strongest
when the Rayleigh ranges of the interacting beams coincide. The effect observed here extends
this observation to include an improvement in the mode structure. This simulation is very
useful, since one cannot determine the p mode structure experimentally by simply analyzing
the intensity pattern, e.g., differences in the petal structures of ωi, in Figs. 5.1(c) and 5.1(d),
are not discernible, even though Fig. 5.1(c) has a contaminated mode structure.
5.2 Spontaneous Four-Wave Mixing
Next, we present a simulation for non-degenerate four wave mixing, depicted in Fig. 5.2(a).
In this scheme, two pump beams spontaneously create signal and conjugate beams, according
to the polarization
P(ωc)(3) = ε0χ(3)E(ωp1)E(ωp2)E(ωs)∗, (5.7)
where ωp1, ωp2, and ωs are the angular frequencies of the two pump beams and signal-beam
photons respectively. In our other simulations, all of the fields which generate the new beam
are carefully selected input beams. This simulation is distinct since the bright signal and
conjugate beams are spontaneously created during the interaction. Therefore, to predict the
mode structure of the conjugate beam, we must make assumptions about the spontaneous
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response creating the signal beam Es, otherwise we cannot calculate Ei. Thus, we need to
develop a model which allows us to predict the coupling of the atoms to the vacuum LG
modes at the signal and conjugate wavelengths.
To investigate this problem, we simulate an interaction, which has been experimentally
realized [17]. A 780-nm pump and a 776-nm pump stimulate a nonlinear interaction in Rb,
which is the source of a 5230-nm signal beam and a 420-nm conjugate beam [see Fig. 5.2(a)].
In the experiment, the long wavelength beam remains unobserved. However unlikely, OAM
transfer to this beam should not be ruled out as a possibility. Rather, the atoms can couple
to any spatial light mode, which obeys OAM conservation, and thus we should account
for each of these modes in our simulation. Therefore, in this simulation, we input a signal
beam that is a balanced superposition of all OAM modes, which obey OAM conservation,
and allow the integral in Eq. (3.11) to determine which modes are stimulated. Thus, we
accommodate for the possible OAM transfer to the long-wavelength beam, and only restrict
our analysis to incoherent superposition at the signal wavelength. The last assumption we
will impose for this simulation is the matching of the Rayleigh ranges for all beams, i.e., we
invoke the Boyd criterion [17]. In effect, we judiciously choose the widths of the beams to
maximize the nonlinear interaction, and this suggests which waist modes should be targeted
during detection.
The results are presented in Figs. 5.2(b)–5.2(f). From left to right, the columns corre-
spond to the profile of the pumps, a histogram giving the mode structure of the conjugate
beam, the profile of the conjugate beam, and lastly the experimental data from Ref. [17].
We see excellent qualitative agreement, when the signal beam is allowed to carry OAM. In
particular, our simulation appears to take account of the relative brightness and shape of the
lobes in the experimental data. In each case there are lobes that are elongated and dimmer
than others and our simulation agrees with this observation. It is apparent that the richer
mode structure that we predict for the conjugate beam can account for the variations in the
lobe brightness, without drastically affecting the lobe structure. Therefore, we emphasize
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Figure 5.2. (a) Non-degenerate four-wave mixing scheme, which occurs in 87Rb, (b)–(f)
results of nonlinear interaction for different pump profiles; from left to right the columns
correspond to the profile of the pump beams, a histogram giving the mode structure of
the conjugate beam, the spatial profile of the conjugate beam, and lastly an experimental
realization from Ref. [17]. A better qualitative agreement is observed when ωs is allowed to
take on any mode conserving OAM.
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that a more careful analysis, such as the one we present here, is necessary when studying
the mode structure of output beams, since a naive examination of the lobe structure can be
very misleading.
We now transition from simulations of experiments which help to validate our theory, to
more predictive simulations. We will show how our theory can be used as a tool to optimize
the mode structure for other OAM addition, subtraction, and cancellation processes. The
theme of these simulations is to develop methods which enhance the mode structure of
the generated beams. They also serve as predictions which can be verified experimentally,
relatively easily.
5.3 Second-Harmonic Generation
First we present a simulation for second-harmonic generation. An 1140-nm pump beam,
with waist w0 = 0.1 mm, interacts with a 3-mm long crystal to create a second-harmonic
beam at 570 nm. The waist of the basis set, used to represent the generated beam, is set to
match the waist of the pump beams (this suggests the waist to target during detection). The
light-matter interaction in the crystal, depicted in Fig. 5.3(a), is governed by the polarization
P(2ω)(2) = ε0χ(2)E(ω1)E(ω2), (5.8)
where the argument of the the polarization P is 2ω, indicating the second harmonic response,
and the angular frequency of each field E indicates the distinct beam.
We first consider that two photons are annihilated from a single pump beam in the
superposition u1,0 + u−1,0, and the results are given in Fig. 5.3(b). One can see that along
with the response at ` = ±2, there is also response at ` = 0, corresponding the cross terms
in (u1,0 + u−1,0)
2. One can enhance the OAM transfer by creating a destructive interference
to remove the response at ` = 0. This can be done by including a second pump beam,
according to the geometry in Fig. 5.3(c), with a π phase shift in the superposition, that is,
a rotated profile. The conservation of linear momentum dictates that, in order to have a
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response at 2ω in the geometry of Fig. 5.3(c), a photon must be annihilated from each pump
beam. As one can see in Fig. 5.3(d), this geometry (along with the phase shift) suppresses
the response at ` = 0 and provides a cleaner mode structure. This technique can be quite
useful and can be implemented in more complex situations, as we will show in the following
examples.
Figure 5.3. (a,c) Depiction of the the two second-harmonic generation schemes of our
simulation. In (b) and (d) we show the input-beam profile, which is supplying the two
pump photons, a histogram giving the mode structure of the output beam, and the spatial
profile of the output beam, respectively. In (b) both pump photons come from a u1,0 +
u−1,0 superposition. In (c) and (d), a phase shift and a new geometry is chosen such that
destructive interference cancels the response at ` = 0 [seen in (b)]. The pump photons are
in the far-infrared at 1140 nm, and thus the 2nd harmonic response is at 570 nm.
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5.4 Third-Harmonic Generation
Next, we present a simulation for third-harmonic generation. An 1140-nm pump beam,
with waist w0 = 0.1 mm, interacts with a 3-mm long crystal to create a third-harmonic beam
at 380 nm. The light-matter interaction in the crystal, depicted in Fig. 5.4(a), is governed
by the polarization
P(3ω)(2) = ε0χ(2)E(ω1)E(ω2)E(ω3), (5.9)
Figure 5.4. (a,c) Depiction of the two simple third-harmonic generation schemes of our
simulation. In (b) and (d) we show the input-beam profiles, which are supplying the three
pump photons, a histogram giving the mode structure of the output beam, and the spatial
profile of the output beam, respectively. In (b) all pump photons come from a u1,0 + u−1,0
superposition. In (c) and (d), phase shifts and a new geometry is chosen such that destructive
interference cancels the response at ` = ±1 as seen in (b). The pump photons are in the
far-infrared at 1140 nm, and thus the 3rd harmonic response is at 380 nm.
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where the argument of the the polarization P is 3ω, indicating the third harmonic response,
and the angular frequency of each field E indicates the distinct beam. As in the previous
simulation, we first consider that three pump photons are annihilated from a single pump
beam in the superposition u1,0 + u−1,0, and the results are given in Fig. 5.4(b). One can
see from the histogram that, along with the response at ` = ±3, there is also response at
` = ±1, corresponding the cross terms in (u1,0 + u−1,0)3. To clean up the OAM transfer,
one needs to create an interference to destroy the response at ` = ±1. We deploy the same
tactic as in the SHG simulation, but in this case include three pump beams, two of which
have the phase shift ±2π/3 between the two modes. One can see in Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d)
that if one photon is annihilated from each of the three pump beams, that the response at
` = ±1 is destroyed and a clean OAM transfer is established. Again, as we described in
the previous subsection, one could realize this result by judiciously choosing the angles of
the incident beams according to conservation of linear momentum, such that the generated
beam is aligned along the z axis. So we see that this can be a very useful technique for the
up-conversion of OAM, especially in the absence of a cavity, which would naturally clean the
mode structure.
5.5 Four-wave Mixing
Next, we present a simulation for degenerate four-wave mixing, depicted in Fig. 5.5(a),
in which we demonstrate the addition, subtraction, and cancellation of OAM. Two 650-nm
pump beams and a signal beam interact in a 7-cm long nonlinear cell to create a conjugate
beam according to the polarization
P(ωc)(3) = ε0χ(3)E(ωp)E(ωp)E(ωs)∗, (5.10)
where ωp and ωs are the angular frequencies of the pump and signal photons respectively.
We now investigate ways to tailor the response of the conjugate beam. In both cases the
pump beams remain in the form u1,0 + u−2,0 and u1,0 + e
iπu−2,0, and we choose to vary
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the signal beam. We showed in the previous two simulations that, when the pump beams
are properly rotated with respect to each other, that cross terms can be canceled, that is,
response at ` = −1 is suppressed. Therefore, if the seed beam were simply a u0,0, then the
conjugate beam would respond at ` = 2 and ` = −4, as we see in Fig. 5.5(b). However,
suppose we would prefer the field to respond at ` = ±3, then we would choose the signal to
be in a u−1,0 mode and effectively add another unit of angular momentum to the conjugate
beam, as seen in Fig. 5.5(c). This approach can be taken to the extreme by choosing the
Figure 5.5. (a) Depiction of the simple degenerate four-wave mixing scheme of our sim-
ulation. In (b) through (d) we show the pump-beam profiles, the signal-beam profile, a
histogram giving the mode structure of the output (conjugate) beam, and the spatial pro-
file of the output (conjugate) beam respectively. In (b) the pump beams are of the form
u1,0 + u−2,0 and u1,0 + e
iπu−2,0 and the signal beam is a u0,0 mode. In (c) the pump beams
remain the same and the signal beam is a u−1,0 mode. In (d) the pumps stay the same but
the signal beam is changed to u2,0. This is a degenerate scheme and all beams are 650 nm.
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seed to be in a u2,0 mode, and effectively subtracting two units of angular momentum from
the conjugate beam, as seen in Fig. 5.5(d). In this case, response at ` = 0 and ` = −6 are
the two modes allowed by OAM conservation. However, we see that response at ` = −6 is
naturally suppressed. This is because even though ` = −6 is a potential OAM pathway, the
mode overlap is so poor that exciting this mode is extremely unlikely. Thus, we expose one
more, of possibly many ways, to completely suppress OAM transfer into unwanted modes.
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6 Simulations — Spontaneous Nonlinear Interactions
In this chapter we use our second quantization theory to show how one can understand
the complex TSM mode structure stimulated during nonlinear-optical interactions. In fact,
some interactions may not require the full capability of our theory. To that end, we simulate
several interactions, progressing from simple to complex, demonstrating the utility of this
theory as a powerful analysis tool.
6.1 Four-Wave Mixing
First, we investigate the polarization self-rotation effect observed in 87Rb (see Fig. 6.1).
We began this study in Section 4.2. There, we worked out the second quantization procedure
to simulate PSR and model our experimental findings. In this Chapter, we are working out
more predictive simulations, but we start with PSR again because it serves as a stepping
stone to investigating other FWM and DC processes. Furthermore, it shows how to take our
general second quantization process, and implement it for a particular nonlinear interaction
model. Therefore, in this Chapter we will be extremely careful to show how slight changes
in the model result in changes to the interaction and correlations between the TSM’s. Once
these ideas have been established, we will transition to showing how beam parameters and
beam composition can manipulate the quantum properties of the spontaneously generated
beams. But first, we will contrast the single- and two-photon resonant interactions in FWM.
6.1.1 PSR with Single-Photon Resonance
The first and simplest case to consider is the single-photon resonance scheme in Fig. 6.1(b).
Since the photons scattered into the x polarization are separated by a y-polarization excita-
tion, it is reasonable to assume that the two x-polarization photons do not have transverse-
spatial-mode correlations, that is, there is no cross talk between the two-photon emissions.
As we did in Section 4.2, we take Eq. (3.20), let b̂→ â and thus have a single-spatial-mode
The majority of this section is derived from Ref. [4] published under Copyright c© 2011
by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 6.1. Setup and energy diagrams describing the PSR effect in 87Rb. In (a) we
show a linear polarized pump beam interacting with vacuum fluctuations in the orthogonal
polarization. Two tensor elements of the semiclassical susceptibility tensor survive: (b)
depicts the single-photon resonance associated with the χxyxy element, that is, a response
in x due to stimulation in yxy, and (c) describes the two-photon resonance associated with
the χxyyx element, that is, a response in x due to stimulation in yyx. The input and output
fields are co-propagating.










and thus we know ξp = rpe
iθp , where rp = |ξp|. We use this calculation as a baseline
simulation with which to compare the more sophisticated interactions. Thus, we scale the
strength of the interaction such that n̄ = 1, and examine how n̄, ∆X̂1, ∆X̂2, and M a↔b
change in each case.
For the first simulation, we assume a 795-nm pump beam, in a u0,0 mode with a 80-
µm waist, is focused at the center of a 3zR long nonlinear cell. First, we will examine
the quadrature noise matrices [see Fig. 6.2(a)]. As a visualization tool, the plots along the
diagonal represent the quadrature noise. The gray Gaussian represents the projection of
the multimode Wigner function onto the particular TSM quadrature. The dashed black
Gaussian is the projection of the vacuum Wigner function and serves as a reference. Thus
we can quickly observe how the noise suppression, if at all, is distributed among the spatial
modes, and the inset number gives the amount of squeezing given in dB. The off-diagonal
elements of the quadrature matrices are the covariance, and the strength of covariance is
given by the color map in the bar legend. As expected, there is no response in ` 6= 0
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Figure 6.2. PSR noise matrices for the single-spatial-mode quadratures X̂1 and X̂2, in (a)
the absence of TSM cross talk and (b) with p-mode cross talk. The noise in the quadrature
is depicted along the diagonal as the projection of the multimode Wigner function onto the
particular TSM quadrature. The dashed black Gaussian is the projection of the vacuum
state, thus the diagonal elements allow one to quickly observe how the noise suppression, if
at all, is distributed among the spatial modes. The inset number is the amount of squeezing
given in dB. The off-diagonal elements represent the covariance between different spatial
modes in the quadrature. In (a) there is no cross talk between the x-polarization modes,
thus the covariance is zero. In (b) the p-mode cross talk is present and indicated by the
nonzero off-diagonal elements.
modes, and we see a slight amount of squeezing in the higher-order p modes, but it is mostly
concentrated in the u0,0 mode. But what if cross talk between the p modes is taking place?
There would still be no azimuthal structure to detect, but there would indeed be a more
complex p-mode structure that will effect the squeezing in the system.
Next, we allow for cross talk between p modes in the x polarization. Mathematically,
this means we now accommodate for the two spatial modes â and b̂, as in Eq. (3.20), and
insert the restriction δ`,m. Furthermore, this provides for the off-diagonal elements of the










where one should recall that p and q correspond to the radial index of â and b̂ respectively.
In Figure 6.2(b) we show the quadrature noise matrices for this simulation. Although subtle
in the figure, there is actually ∼ 3% increase in quadrature noise in the u0,0 squeezed mode
and n̄ ∼ 1.14. This trend agrees with previous findings, that in general the population
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of higher-order modes will deteriorate the performance of non-classical processes, including
squeezing [1]. Furthermore, we now observe covariance between TSMs, the color indicating
whether the variances are positively or inversely related. It is also noteworthy that now,
there is not an effective squeezing parameter for each mode. Rather, all we know is the
projection of the multimode Wigner function on the respective quadrature, given along the
diagonal of the variance-covariance matrix. The modes are potentially entangled, and this
is the focus of our current research. Now, we can only observe the amount of correlations
between the modes in each quadrature, which is a prelude to examining the coupling strength
quantified by the coupling matrix M a↔b. This we save for the next section, where we show
that the mode structure is in general much more complicated, by simulating a general four-
wave-mixing scheme with a two-photon resonance.
6.1.2 FWM with Two-Photon Resonance
The two-photon resonance in Fig. 6.1(c) will lead to a more complicated mode structure,
since the two x-polarized photons are emitted in cascade, permitting full cross talk. For
example, it is well known that even when the pump beam carries no OAM, the scattered
photons can in principle carry opposite `, thus conserving OAM. This of course happens
much less frequently than excitation in the u0,0 mode, which dominates because of the ideal
overlap with the pump. Our theory allows us to investigate this complicated mode structure.
The squeezing matrix is much more complicated now, but we will evaluate an element as










where `max = mmax = 3 = pmax = qmax. Thus, we see that this element corresponds to the
interaction of the the (1,1) mode in â and the (-1,2) mode in b̂. Once the full matrix is
constructed, it is relatively simple to find the left-polar decomposition ξ = R exp(iΘ), and
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Figure 6.3. Noise matrices for the joint quadratures X̂1 and X̂2, when full cross talk is
present in a two-photon-resonance scheme. The noise in the quadrature is depicted by the
solid Gaussian along the diagonal, and the off-diagonal elements represent the covariance
between different spatial modes in the quadrature. Red is negative, white is zero, and black
is positive covariance. The inset gives the squeezing in dB.
use the formula in Eq. (3.28) to find the variance matrices. As expected, this simulation
shows a response at ±` along with the p-mode structure (see Fig. 6.3). Surprisingly, there
is no increase in noise of the u0,0 mode despite the more complicated structure, and the
average photon number increasing to n̄ = 1.25. Another qualitative observation is the
obvious correlation between positive covariance with the noisy quadrature, and negative
covariance with the squeezed quadrature. It seems that overall cooperative noise fluctuations
in quadrature correspond directly to excess noise, whereas opposing noise fluctuations among
the spatial corresponds to noise suppression.
In Figure 6.4(a) we plot a histogram of the photon-creation matrix M a↔b given by
Eq. (3.37). It shows the mode structure of the quantum beam and identifies which pairs
of modes are most likely to be populated. Response along the diagonal indicates that the
photon pair are created in identical TSMs. Contrastingly, off-diagonal response indicates
that photon pairs can be excited in different TSMs. In Fig. 6.4(b) we plot a histogram
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Figure 6.4. (a) Photon-creation matrix given by Eq. (3.37) and (b) the average photon
number per mode for degenerate four-wave-mixing in a two-photon resonant scheme where
full TSM cross talk is present. For the blue scale, max= 1.25.
of the diagonal elements of 〈n〉 ≡ 〈â†
∼
â〉, that is, n̄ per mode. This is a relatively simple
system and the parameters of the interaction have already been optimized for concentrating
squeezing in a single mode, that is, the mode structure, beam waist, and focal position. In
general, there will be much more cross talk and this theory can be used as a tool to tailor
the quantum-mode structure. Furthermore, this type of analysis is a very convenient tool
for systems heralding a single photon, or creating an indistinguishable or entangled photon
pair. However, knowing which mode is squeezed the most, or which mode has more photons
on average, will not necessarily allow one to maximize the performance of their process. For
this we will simulate a parametric-down-conversion process and show how one can recover
from the negative effects of the higher-order mode structure.
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6.2 Parametric Down Conversion
In this section, we simulate type-II down-conversion of 405-nm light into two 810-nm
photons [see Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b)]. Ideally, the down-converted photons would share the
same transverse-spatial mode as the pump photon. As a visual reference, in Fig. 6.5(c) we
plot the quadrature noise for an idealized two-mode-squeezed vacuum state with n̄ = 1. We
know however that things are not so simple. In actuality, there is a complex interaction
among the transverse-spatial modes.
To demonstrate this, we simulate this interaction, allowing full cross talk among the
spatial modes, but scaling the overall strength of the nonlinearity such that n̄ remains one.
In this way, we can see how the noise suppression may leak into the other transverse spatial
Figure 6.5. (a) Schematic of our PDC simulation, (b) energy level diagram, (c) noise ellipse
of an ideal squeezed state with n̄ = 1 (inset gives squeezing in dB), and (d) density plot
(µm), discussed in the main text . The density plot reveals a parameter island where (0,0)
coupling is dominant and most of the down-converted photons are sent to the 0, 0 mode.
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modes. To set a benchmark, we must choose the pump beam waist and the DC photon
collection waist to investigate. Suppose then that we want to find the combination of waists





i nii, where Mij and nij are matrix elements of M a↔b and n respectively. Varying
the pump and DC waists over a wide experimental range, we find the results, in Fig. 6.5(d),
which reveal an optimal parameter region. Thus, we choose wP = wDC = 200 µm as our
benchmark simulation. In the following, we limit the LG parameters to −1 ≤ ` ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ p ≤ 2 for display purposes.
In Fig. 6.6(a) we show the noise matrices for the joint quadratures X̂1 and X̂2 using
the optimal waists. One can see that the noise and covariance are qualitatively similar to
the two-photon resonant simulation in Fig. 6.3. However, the squeezing has leaked into
the higher-order modes more drastically. Furthermore, in Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) we see
that the cross talk between the modes has also been enhanced, but this is not necessarily
a good thing. For example, in a homodyne measurement, the observed noise suppression
will just be the sum of all the noise from each mode that overlaps the local oscillator (see
Section 1.4). Thus, leakage into higher-order modes can be detrimental to noise suppression
as a resource. To recover from this leakage, one can projectively filter out the modes with
the most squeezing. For example, we can see that the u0,0 mode has the most squeezing, and
thus a naive approach might use a single mode fiber to isolate this mode. However, better
squeezing can be extracted by using the eigenmodes of squeezing.
Employing our theory in Sec. 3.2.4, we can find the collection of transverse spatial modes
which have quadrature noise suppression beyond what is observed in the u0,0 mode alone.
This is possible because our choice of quadratures was somewhat arbitrary, in other words,
it does not take into account the squeezing parameter and squeezing angle of each mode.
The eigenmode approach, in effect, judiciously chooses the proper quadrature measurement
for each transverse-spatial mode, and thus improves the observed noise suppression. This
approach may seem mysterious, but the alternative of calculating the Wigner function for
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Figure 6.6. (a) Noise matrices for the joint quadratures X̂1 and X̂2, when full cross talk
is present in a type-II PDC scheme, and (b) the noise matrices when the crystal is pumped
by the first eigenmode. In (a), although n̄ = 1, we can see a reduction in the maximum
squeezing performance, compared the ideal situation of only a single transverse spatial mode.
In (b) we see that the squeezing changed marginally but the covariance elements experienced
the most significant change. This suggests the mode coupling has been altered, and this can
be seen clearly by comparing Figs. 6.7 and 6.8(a). We limit −1 ≤ ` ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 2 for
display purposes.
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this multimode Gaussian squeezed state is quite a difficult problem, and an open area of
research in itself. Thankfully, the noise suppression in each eigenmode obeys the canonical
two-mode squeezed-vacuum equation, thus we can plot the actual noise ellipse for each of the
eigenmodes ∆X̂λ, along with the average photon number per eigenmode n̄λ [see Fig. 6.7(c)].
The variance ∆X̂λ=1 ∼ 0.28 as compared to 0.32 in the u0,0 mode, a ∼ 0.6 dB reduction.
Therefore, one can access an increased amount of noise suppression by detecting the λ1
eigenmode.
Next we will investigate how pumping the crystal with an eigenmode effects the noise
suppression and mode structure. The largest eigenvalue is λ1; thus we use this eigenmode for




where u is a vector of LG modes with the same structure as Eq. 3.17. In Fig. 6.6(b) we show
the noise matrices for the joint quadratures X̂1 and X̂2. The most striking change is the
covariance, which has become mostly uniform over all the modes. Furthermore, we see that
there has not been any increase in noise suppression in any of the LG modes individually.
However, in Fig. 6.7(d) we see how the tailored pump beam can increase the amount of noise
suppression in the first few eigenmodes, and shift each n̄λ toward the first eigenmode. Now,
the variance is ∆X̂λ=1 ∼ 0.23 as compared to 0.32 in the u0,0 mode initially, a ∼ 1.4 dB
reduction.
The change in mode structure is best understood by comparing the photon creation
matrices in Fig. 6.7(a) and Fig. 6.8(a). In Figure 6.8(a) we see that response in the ` = ±1
modes has been suppressed, and the coupling in the ` = 0 modes has been enhanced.
Furthermore, we see that n̄ per mode has shifted toward the u0,0 mode. The same is true for
pumping with other eigenmodes, except the shifts may be different. For example, pumping
with the λ3 eigenmode enhances the coupling of the ` = ±1 modes and suppresses ` = 0.
This exercise demonstrates that even if the eigenmodes can’t be collected, they can suggest
ways to change the pump beam to tailor the mode structure of the DC twin beam.
Next, suppose that we want to maximize the heralding efficiency in a PDC experiment
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Figure 6.7. (a) Photon creation matrix given by Eq. (3.37), (b) the average photon number
per mode for our PDC scheme [corresponding to Fig. 6.6(a)], and (c,d) the noise ellipses
and average photon number for each of the eigenmodes of squeezing, progressing from left
to right, starting with λ1. In (c) the crystal is pumped with a u0,0 mode and in (d) with the
λ1 eigenmode [corresponding to Fig. 6.6(b)]. In (d) we observe an increase in the amount
of noise suppression and a shift in the concentration of n̄λ toward the first eigenmode. The
blue scale is set to max= 0.75 for (b)–(d).
using single-mode fibers. Then for every (0,0) photon that is detected in the â mode, we
need a matching (0,0) photon in the b̂ mode. Now, take the previous PDC simulation as an
example. Examining Fig. 6.8(a), we see that that if a (0,0) photon in the â mode heralds a
photon in the b̂ mode, there is a significant chance that it will actually be a higher order p
mode. Therefore, it would be rejected by the single-mode fiber and suppress the heralding
efficiency.
So we see that we need to judiciously choose the pump mode structure and collection
waist to suppress the off-diagonal elements. To do so, we find that we can pump with a
u0,0 mode, and increase the waist to 400 µm, keeping the collection waist at 200 µm. As we
see in Fig. 6.8(c), doing so suppresses the off-diagonal elements, but it is at the expense of
drastically increasing the coupling to higher order modes. In fact, the coupling extends far
outside the range of this plot, up to p = 20. Furthermore, in Fig. 6.8(d) we see that the u0,0
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Figure 6.8. (a) Photon-creation matrix given by Eq. (3.37) and (b) the average photon
number per mode when the crystal is pumped with the λ1 eigenmode. In (c) and (d) the
pump mode is a u0,0 mode but the waist has been increased to 400 µm. This configuration is
ideal for heralding efficiency since it suppresses the of off-diagonal coupling. In other words,
it insures that the photon pair are in the same p mode. The blue scale is set to max= 0.5
for (b) and max= 0.1 for (d).
mode no longer dominates the interaction. Therefore, concluding our investigation, we see
how the heralding efficiency can be enhanced at the expense of the heralding rate. Although




We report a general theory for calculating the spatial mode structure of beams generated
during nonlinear interactions. We accomplish this by making a first-order Born approxi-
mation to the inhomogeneous paraxial wave equation. Therefore, it is akin to the weak
scattering problem of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. The theory is general in the sense
that, it may be implemented for any complete orthonormal set of spatial mode functions.
We use the theory to simulate orbital angular momentum transfer in several nonlinear op-
tical processes, with an emphasis on analyzing and tailoring the resulting mode structure
for optimal performance. This includes the processes of orbital angular momentum addi-
tion, subtraction, and cancellation in harmonic generation, parametric down conversion, and
four-wave mixing.
The first-order Born approximation has limitations. In general, it is only valid for input
light which is sufficiently weak, such that the nonlinearity is small. Additionally, it may
only be adequate for thin slabs and dilute vapors of nonlinear media, and for scenarios in
which the pump beams are assumed to be undepleted, and the spatial structure unaltered.
However, we describe how successive iterations of the Born approximation can be performed
using our theory. Although this theory is based on a first-order approximation, we show that
it can model the mode structure of experimental data remarkably well.
In doing so we are able to show that a naive analysis of the lobe structure in intensity
patterns can be very misleading. One may be tempted to assume, based on lobe structure,
that OAM transfer is limited to certain pathways. However, our analysis shows that the rich
mode structure resulting from a more complete consideration of all the pathways, actually
accounts for symmetries in the resulting beam pattern. On a final note, this validation of
the theory is assurance that the theory is accurately predicting the classical mode structure,
which can in turn be used for second-quantized treatments of these interactions.
To make our theory even more robust, future work will involve analyzing the efficiency of
The majority of this chapter is derived from Ref. [3, 4] published under Copyright c©
2011 by the American Physical Society.
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tailoring the mode structure, e.g., the ability to suppress higher-order modes, and fine tune
the methods we have suggested based upon the strength of the nonlinearity, the intensity of
the input light, the angle of incidence, etc. Additionally, for the case of stimulated nonlinear
processes, we have shown that the waists of the input beams can be chosen to tailor the
mode structure of the generated beam. Thus, it would also be worthwhile to analyze the
efficiency of this method as well, and elucidate whether there are trade offs that degrade the
performance.
We have also developed a second quantization procedure which predicts the transverse-
spatial-mode structure of quantum beams created in nonlinear optical interactions. We used
this theory to predict the variance, covariance, and relative coupling strength between the
modes. Furthermore, we identify the eigenmodes of the interaction and use these to show
how they can be used to enhance the noise suppression observed in the system and manip-
ulate the mode coupling. To utilize the theory, we simulate several interactions, including
polarization self-rotation, four-wave mixing, and parametric down-conversion. In each case,
we concentrate on exposing the underlying transverse-spatial-mode structure, suggesting
ways to tailor it by changing the properties of the pump beam, and enhancing the quantum
resources by changing the properties of the detection scheme. The theme of these simulations
is enhancing quadrature squeezing or single-photon heralding protocols. In these schemes,
optimization typically leads to a simplification of the mode structure, since in general, the
cross talk of the modes is detrimental to these processes.
The next step is to investigate how to harness the complicated mode structure instead
of suppressing it. Therefore, we will analyze the properties of OAM path entanglement in
several spontaneous nonlinear interactions and suggest how this (potentially higher-order)
entanglement can be used as a resource. This will be done in two contexts. First, we
analyze the connectivity of the state, thus determining the utility in cluster-state quantum
computing protocols. Second, we will calculate the entropy of entanglement, which is a
signature of entanglement that gives the number of qubits that can be distilled from the
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state. Once these quantities are known, we will develop new optimization procedures to
show how one can improve the performance of these protocols. In contrast to our previous
simulations, this will most likely lead to finding new ways of boosting the cross talk between
modes and the connectivity of the entangled state.
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Appendix A Green’s Function Solution Method
In Section 3.1, we introduced our spatial mode propagation equation and constructed an
IVP to restate the problem in a compact form. The first step in solving our inhomogeneous
IVP [Eq. (3.2)] is to solve the homogeneous IVP in free space, i.e., for ℘ = 0:
DE : L̂E = 0
IV : E0.
(A.1)
Using a Green function method [75], we search for a propagator K defined by
L̂ K(r | r′) = 0 (z > z′) (A.2a)
K(r | r′) = δ(r − r′)δ(φ− φ′) (z = z′) (A.2b)
K → 0 (r →∞), (A.2c)
such that when K is known, the homogeneous problem is solved:
Ehom =
∫
r′dr′dφ′K(r | r′)E0(r′) |z=z′ . (A.3)
The z = z′ restraint is a standard condition placed by the boundary conditions which define
the propagator, i.e., Eq. (A.2b).

















The second line follows trivially since the propagator K obeys Eq. (A.2a). Thus we see Ehom
is a solution to Eq. (A.1).
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To proceed, we recognize the property in Eq. (3.7) and explicitly define our propagator
in terms of the LG modes:




′, φ′, z′)u`,p(r, φ, z). (A.5)









= 0 (z > z′) (A.6a)
K(r | r′) = δ(r − r′)δ(φ− φ′) (z = z′) (A.6b)
u`,p → 0 =⇒ K → 0 (r →∞). (A.6c)
Therefore, the homogeneous problem is solved, and we can turn our attention back to the
inhomogeneous problem Eq. (3.2).
To solve the inhomogeneous problem, again in free space, we need a Green function G
defined by
L̂ G(r | r′) = δ(r − r′)δ(φ− φ′)δ(z − z′) (A.7a)
G(r | r′) = 0 (z < z′) (A.7b)
G→ 0 (r →∞), (A.7c)
such that when G is known, the inhomogeneous problem is solved:
E =
∫
r′dr′dφ′dz′G(r | r′)℘(r′). (A.8)
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The second line follows from our definition of the Green function, Eq. (A.7a), and the third
line follows trivially from the definition of the Dirac delta function. Thus we see E is a
solution to Eq. (3.2).
Building on the method for solving the homogeneous problem, we explicitly define our
Green function G in terms of the LG modes
G(r, φ, z|r′, φ′, z′) ≡ Θ(z − z′)K(r, φ, z|r′, φ′, z′), (A.10)
where Θ(z − z′) is the Heaviside step function. Next, inserting Eq. (A.10) into Eq. (A.7),
we verify our choice of Green function:



















= Kδ(z − z′) + Θ(z − z′) L̂K
= δ(r − r′)δ(φ− φ′)δ(z − z′),
(A.11)
and thus we see that Eq. (A.7a) is satisfied, secondly, Eq. (A.7b) is satisfied since we know
G|z<z′ = 0, by definition of the Heaviside function, and lastly, Eq. (A.7c) is satisfied since
r → 0 =⇒ u`,p → 0 =⇒ G → 0. Therefore, we have derived a valid propagator and
Green function and can now write the final solution by combining our two previous solutions
Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.8). However, we would first like to simplify the notation in Eq. (A.8). It
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is likely that the source ℘ doesn’t contribute until some position z′ = zi, and for z > z
′ = zi,
the Heaviside function reduces to 1, leaving only the propagator K. Furthermore, the source
likely only contributes up to some position zf and thus we may safely modify the dz integral.
With these final considerations, we can write the complete solution to Eq. (3.2):
E =
∫

















Although the problem is solved, we can further employ the LG modes to simplify our calcu-
lations. Suppose we expand the nonlinear source in terms of the LG modes, i.e.,
℘(r, φ, z) =
∑
`,p
c`,p(z)u`,p(r, φ, z), (A.13)
where c`,p(z) =
∫
rdrdφ u∗`,p(r, φ, z)℘(r, φ, z). One should notice that, in contrast to expand-
ing an arbitrary Gaussian beam in terms of the LG modes, the expansion coefficients for a
nonlinear source distribution are not independent of the position z. Thus, each infinitesimal
slice of the source contributes to the new field E in the following way. We insert Eq. (A.13)
into Eq. (A.12) and invoke the orthogonality of the LG modes one last time to arrive at








This result corresponds to Eq. (3.11) from the main text.
Lastly, we emphasize the z-dependence of the c`,p coefficients, which represent the am-
plitudes of the new mode structure of the beam. On one hand, these coefficients allow one
to study how the new beam evolves during the interaction in the nonlinear medium. On the
other, in the case that the first Born approximation does not hold, one can use this theory
for successive iterations. For example, if the pump beam is known to be modified by the
nonlinear material, then one can model this by a propagation equation for the pump, and
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use the solution as a second Born approximation for the new frequency components of the
field, i.e.,





where in this case, c`,p are the result of a propagation equation for the pump.
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Appendix B Two-Photon Amplitude Matrix
We define the two photon amplitude matrix in such as way that it extends over the




êi+1 ⊗ êj+1 χi−`max,j;k−vmax,w [êv+1 ⊗ êw+1]T , (B.1)
where êi is a vector with one in the i
′th position, and the sum runs over 0 ≤ i ≤ 2`max + 1,
0 ≤ j ≤ pmax, 0 ≤ v ≤ 2mmax + 1, and 0 ≤ w ≤ qmax. This operational notation may not be
clear, so we also include χ in matrix notation
χ =

χ`,p;m,q χ`,p;m,q+1 · · · χ`,p;m+1,q χ`,p;m+1,q+1 · · ·





χ`+1,p;m,q χ`+1,p;m,q+1 · · · χ`+1,p;m+1,q χ`+1,p;m+1,q+1 · · ·







where ` = −`max and p = 0 are the lowest order modes to be investigated. For example, if
a particular simulation required the investigation of −1 ≤ ` ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 2, then we
would begin incrementing from ` = m = −1 and p = q = 0 .
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Please see the figure below regarding the American Physical Society copyright policy,
taken from https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html.
Figure C.1. The American Physical Society copyright policy regarding the use of copyrighted
articles in the thesis or dissertation of an author. Please see the red arrows which indicate
the policies relevant to this thesis.
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